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My dear fellow LPS member,
This issue and this letter will reach you well after Navratri, Diwali, and New
Years. So, with hands together, with a head bowed low, and with a smile on my
face, I bid you a Namaste and Saal-mubarak. This is very joyous time for our
community as each region celebrates with dinners and parties. We here in
California are planning on an event that is focused totally on the youth as the
highlight is a cultural program. It is also a time to reflect and recognize our
cultural heritage and identity.

It is likely you have received two issues of our magazine within a very short
period of time. Unfortunately, due to many reasons, we had drifted towards an
event-based magazine versus a time-based magazine. In my opinion, periodicals
by definition should occur on fixed periods of time. To create a periodical system
and to save cost, effective immediately we will publish every alternate month.
This October 31, 2009 issue will be the first, and then every other month we will
publish at the end of the month. The next issues will be at the end of December,
February, April, June, and August. August will also act as the transition magazine
and will be developed jointly with the new team from the new BOD.

Please note the changes in the magazine as we have eliminated Bollywood
news and repeat news from Garavi Gujarat. Moreover, we have added sections
that will be targeted directly at children. This issue holds for our little
members a coloring page with meaning and content, as well as a crossword
puzzle, among others. Communication is crucial, and it should be for the
children and the younger generation. Also, I have established a penalty
clause with the publisher to minimize the photos of BOD members. This is
your magazine; it’s about you, not us.

In the last issue I was specific to state the goals I have set. I really have no
updates on any of them other than we have completed team assignments. This
has been a slow year to start but I am confident that we will pick up momentum
after our Hindu holidays. However of the goals and teams, I’d like to point out
two highlights: (1) the magazine team has transitioned with great success. While
there were thoughts to consider changing our publisher, we are staying with
Garavi Gujarat until they fail us. (2) the ‘No More Beef ’ campaign has taken
its own course; we now have three other Indian cultural organizations that have
initiated a similar campaign.

Remember – No More Beef.
Lastly, our community has been impacted with some loss of life including

the sudden death of a very young woman and a murder/suicide in Dallas, Texas.
It is sad to see such occurrence. There is no greater pain than the loss of loved
ones. There is no replacement for life. Our prayers go out to each and everyone.
These are also tough economic times. Experts are saying that California alone
has 260 hotels in default. But these are the times that will test our resolve. No
economic failure can match the value of life and health. Stay strong, and as
always, if there is anything I can do to help, call me.

This is a time for joy, so please enjoy the upcoming holiday season with your
family, friends, and associates. And from me and mine to you and yours, a
Happy Holiday Season.
Best regards,Best regards,Best regards,Best regards,Best regards,
MMMMMukesh J Mukesh J Mukesh J Mukesh J Mukesh J Mooooowjiwjiwjiwjiwji
LPS President 2009-2010LPS President 2009-2010LPS President 2009-2010LPS President 2009-2010LPS President 2009-2010
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While Diwali is
popularly known as
the ‘festival of lights’,
the most significant
spiritual meaning is
‘the awareness of the

inner light’.
May you all attain full

inner illumination!
May the supreme light
of lights enlighten your
understanding! May

you all attain the
inexhaustible spiritual
wealth of the Self! May

you all prosper
gloriously on the

material as well as
spiritual planes!

NNNNNamaste. amaste. amaste. amaste. amaste. We would first like to thank all of you for electing us to serve on the board as part of
the new publishing team with great honor and pride. But first and foremost, we greatly
appreciate the hard work and dedication of the previous publication team and humbly pray
that we can progressively continue their legacy with your support.

Our Goal is to huddle together the breadth of Leuva’s across the country and infuse their
lives into our LeuvLeuvLeuvLeuvLeuva Connectiona Connectiona Connectiona Connectiona Connection community magazine. Moreover, the success of this magazine
can only happen with your participation. So please take high resolution pictures, write and
share some articles, and take the time to submit to our team for inclusion in a timely manner.
Please submit all photos & articles to nancypatel1015@gmail.com.

 With that simple message we orient ourselves to ‘Wishing you the most success in life and
through strife in these tough times.’

Phool ki shuruvat kali se hoti hai, Zindagi ki shuruvat pyar se hoti hai,Phool ki shuruvat kali se hoti hai, Zindagi ki shuruvat pyar se hoti hai,Phool ki shuruvat kali se hoti hai, Zindagi ki shuruvat pyar se hoti hai,Phool ki shuruvat kali se hoti hai, Zindagi ki shuruvat pyar se hoti hai,Phool ki shuruvat kali se hoti hai, Zindagi ki shuruvat pyar se hoti hai,
Pyar ki shuruvat apno se hoti hai aur apno ki shuruvat aapse hoti hai.Pyar ki shuruvat apno se hoti hai aur apno ki shuruvat aapse hoti hai.Pyar ki shuruvat apno se hoti hai aur apno ki shuruvat aapse hoti hai.Pyar ki shuruvat apno se hoti hai aur apno ki shuruvat aapse hoti hai.Pyar ki shuruvat apno se hoti hai aur apno ki shuruvat aapse hoti hai.

SSSSSaal Maal Maal Maal Maal Mubarakubarakubarakubarakubarak

NNNNNayana ‘Nayana ‘Nayana ‘Nayana ‘Nayana ‘Nancyancyancyancyancy’ P’ P’ P’ P’ Patelatelatelatelatel
 – Publisher – Publisher – Publisher – Publisher – Publisher

SSSSShaileshbhai Phaileshbhai Phaileshbhai Phaileshbhai Phaileshbhai Patelatelatelatelatel
– Joint Editor– Joint Editor– Joint Editor– Joint Editor– Joint Editor

HHHHHarshadbhai Parshadbhai Parshadbhai Parshadbhai Parshadbhai Patelatelatelatelatel
– Chief Editor– Chief Editor– Chief Editor– Chief Editor– Chief Editor

Jaya aadya shakti, ma jaya aadya shakti
Akhand brhamand dipavya,
panave pragatya ma
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Dwitiya mehsarup shivshakti janu,
ma shivshakti janu, Brahma ganapti gaye,
brahma ganapti aye, Hardayi har ma,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Trutiya tran sarup tribhuvan ma betha,
ma tribhuvan ma betha,
Daya thaki karveli, daya thaki karvel
Utarvenima, Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Chouthe chatura malaxmi ma,
sachrachal vyapya, Char bhuja cho disha,
char bhuja cho disha, Pragtya dakshin ma,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Panchame panchrushi panchami gunpadma,
ma panchami gunpadma
Panchtatv tya soshiye, panchtatv tya soshiye
Panchetatvo ma,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Shashthi tu narayani mahishasur maryo,
ma mahishasur maryo, Narnari na rupe,
narnari na rupe, Vyapaya saghale ma,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Saptami sapt patal sandhya savitri,
ma sandhya savitri, Gau ganga gayatri,
gau ganga gayatri, Gauri geeta ma,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Ashthmi ashtha bhujao ayi ananda,
ma ayi ananda, Sunivar munivar janamya,
sunivar munivar janamya, Dev daityoma,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Navmi navkul nag seve navadurga,
ma seve navadurga, Navratri na pujan,
shivratri na archan, Kidha har brahma,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Dashmi dash avtaar jay vijyalaxmi,
ma jay vijyalaxmi, Rame ravan marya,
rame ravan marya, Ravan maryo ma,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Ekadashi agiyar tatyanikama, ma tatyanikama
Kaldurga kalika, kaldurga kalika
Shama ne vama,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Barase kala rup bahuchar amba ma,
ma bahuchar amba ma, Asur bhairav souie, kal
bhairav soiye, Tara chhe tuj ma,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Terase tulja rup tu tarunimata,
ma tu tarunimata, Brahma vishnu sadashiv,
brahma vishnu sadashiv, Gun tara gata,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Shivbhakti ni aarati je koi gaye, ma je koi gaye ,
Bhane shivannad swami,
bhane shivannad swami, Sukh sampati pashe,
Har kaileshe jashe, Ma amba dukh harashe,
Om jayo jayo ma jagdambe...

Jaya aadya shakti...

‘
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List of Area Representatives 2009 - 2010List of Area Representatives 2009 - 2010List of Area Representatives 2009 - 2010List of Area Representatives 2009 - 2010List of Area Representatives 2009 - 2010

1 AR Mukesh Patel (501) 486-9121 m66np@yahoo.com Little Rock

2 AR Satish J Patel (901) 210-8799 hallmarcinn@yahoo.com Marion

3 CA Dalsukh K Patel (562) 865-0020 amarpatel15@gmail.com Cerritos

4 CA Kamal R Hira (323) 867-7001 kamalh17@yahoo.com Los Angeles

5 CA Dilip R Patel (415) 332-1732 dildili@yahoo.com Mill Valley

6 CA Navin N Patel (650) 773-2100 navinwpatel@yahoo.com Hillsborough

7 CA Mahendra Arvind (415) 254-7650 mahendraarvind@comcast.net Mill Valley

8 CA Ashok Patel (530) 242-1762 akpgoji@sbcglobal.net St Redding

9 CA Hasmukh B Patel (213) 503-0025 bdayalji@gmail.com Los Angeles

10 FL Chris Patel (941) 575-1360 chrispatel1202@yahoo.com Gorda

11 FL Anil D.Patel (904) 536-4411 anil@asutosh.com Jacksonville

12 FL Dipak Patel (352) 732-4590 dpatel391@yahoo.com Ocala

13 FL Vasant Desai (850) 723-5962 eodesai@yahoo.com Pensecola

14 FL Piyush Mulji (813) 298-8611 piyush@mulji.net Dade City

15 GA Nagindas Patel (404) 642-1611 naginhira@aol.com SE Smyrna

16 GA Deepak R Patel (912) 920-1920 royalinn@gmail.com Rincon

17 IL Harshad Patel (309) 764-1709 hpatel7896@aol.com Moline

18 KY Pinakin Thakor (502) 316-0207 prthakor1313@yahoo.com Ashland

19 KY Dharmendra Patel (859) 351-5392 pateldan76@yahoo.com Paris

20 MA Dilip K Patel (713) 540-2359 dpatelgoji@gmail.com S u t t o n

21 MS Babubhai Patel (601) 209-0878 jerrypatel59@gmail.com Clinton

22 MS Devendra Patel (601) 456-6485 devbajipura@aol.com Vicksburg

23 NY Dhirubhai Patel (914) 536-9344 sawmill25@aol.com Elmsford

24 OH Hemant Patel (513) 295-1917 patelaashi@msn.com Springfield

25 OH Sunil Desai (513) 226-6794 srkdesai@hotmail.com Cincinnati

26 OR Dilip Patel (541) 731-9645 dpatel026@aol.com Eugene

27 OR Nikhil B Patel (503) 559-9509 premierhospitality@yahoo.com Wilsonville

28 SC Thakorbhai Patel (803) 261-4747 abbvirk@msn.com Columbia

29 SC J C Patel (803) 524-1120 Rock Hill

30 SC Natu V Patel (843) 229-6391 natuvpatel@yahoo.com Florence

31 TN Ashvin Patel (731) 298-5819 daysinndickson@yahoo.com South Dickson

33 TN Jitu D Patel (615) 491-2070 kalpanaptl@yahoo.com Nashville

34 TN Rajendra N Patel (931) 580-1419 rpatel63@comcast.net Shelbyville

35 TN Chetan P Kana (731) 298-6015 cpkana@aol.com Jackson

36 TN Ramesh B Patel (615) 969-9990 keval65@yahoo.com oodletsville

37 TN Pravin N Patel (423) 892-1500 petervhg@comcast.net Chattnooga

38 TX Ashwin D Patel (713) 256-3623 ashwinp67@yahoo.com Baytown

39 TX Kamlesh J Patel (254) 760-2420 kamcoors@aol.com Harker Heights

40 TX Hasu D Patel (713) 861-9000 HasuDPatel@aol.com Houston

41 TX Pravin K Patel (214) 207-3093 pkpatel06@att.net Dallas

42 TX Himanshu M Patel (409) 543-2215 hemanmpatel@yahoo.com Sabine Pass

43 TX Samir T Patel (832) 567-8484 sampatelstp@yahoo.com Houston

44 TX Manish Desai (713) 410-5109 symphony@sbcglobal.net Houston

45 TX Balvant T Patel (214) 223-1952 pateldavid62@yahoo.com Irving

46 TX Jayesh M Patel (214) 926-6034 jaybriya@msn.com Canton

47 WA Arvind Patel (503) 708-5404 arvind@asmhotels.com Vancouver
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‘D‘D‘D‘D‘Dude, ude, ude, ude, ude, WhatWhatWhatWhatWhat’’’’’s a Leuvs a Leuvs a Leuvs a Leuvs a Leuva?’a?’a?’a?’a?’

HAVE YOU ever wondered or been
asked by the next generation,
‘Dude, What’s a Leuva?’ Upon

receiving such a perplexing question do you
find yourself simply saying ‘That’s us’ or ‘Leuva
Patidar are people from so and so region of
India with so and so history of migration, etc..’
WHAT? This kind of ‘google-able’ response is
what drives a deeper wedge in our generation
gap; because it leaves the prober to complete the
answer using their own westernized, pessimistic,
or often misunderstood negative experiences.

Instead we should find some idyllic pride-
filled state that defines ‘What is it to be a Leuva
Patidar?’ Because in my mind; to be a current
Leuva Patidar is so much more. We have certain
characteristics, habits, stereotypes, prejudices,
etc. that over time we’ve embodied which is
different from others. Remember humorous
things like: no nail cutting in the evening, no
playing with money, no touching books with
feet. Isolating these and other distinctions is
the goal of this article. I want to spark some
deep thought into what our samaj agrees is a
good answer to this simple yet primary
question. So good or bad let’s start to define a
Leuva Patidar!
Who?Who?Who?Who?Who?
Again this article is a spark. We need to do
something to truly burn a fire by the end of
this year towards an agreeable definition. So
take a deep breath, turn off the Indian
channels, call the family together and discuss
this question as you read on. Since I am starting
with my opinions; you have to know a little of
my history. I am a forty-year-old of Isroli, who
went through the entire educational process
of a Leuva Patidar in America since age four.
My parents (Ishverbhai and Savitaben) live
with me; and, my wife (Hina) and I have one
fairly well-behaved respectful son (Pritesh).

We are one of the founding Leuva families
in Tulsa, Oklahoma and therefore we are
always quite immersed in supporting a local
samaj with full cultural activities. As a result I
speak and understand Gujarati like a FOB. I
can read and write Gujarati like a short bus
student; but, good enough. My parents and
wife are Gujarati experts and my son can also
converse and read Gujarati. Our business you
can guess. Religiously, we don’t affiliate to any
single following.

Finally, I know more about American
culture than Indian. A disadvantage for my
son because he cannot use those simple school

LeuvLeuvLeuvLeuvLeuva Connectiona Connectiona Connectiona Connectiona Connection’’’’’s joint editors joint editors joint editors joint editors joint editor, S, S, S, S, Shailesh Phailesh Phailesh Phailesh Phailesh Patel, of atel, of atel, of atel, of atel, of TTTTTulsa, OK, asks a perulsa, OK, asks a perulsa, OK, asks a perulsa, OK, asks a perulsa, OK, asks a pertinent question, one that will influence ourtinent question, one that will influence ourtinent question, one that will influence ourtinent question, one that will influence ourtinent question, one that will influence our
individual and collective identities in the future…individual and collective identities in the future…individual and collective identities in the future…individual and collective identities in the future…individual and collective identities in the future…

related excuses I used. But hopefully, I can
convince him that there is no need for excuses
just logical reasoning even if the logic at times
is pure laziness. For me, as more information
is read, discussed, and absorbed, my opinions
are fluid and subject to change.
Respect...Respect...Respect...Respect...Respect...
Back to Leuva. Firstly I see that Leuva families
seem to be more respectful towards elders and
guests. I can remember since the dawn of my
time that I was always forced out of my room
to say Namaste to guests and offer some pani
or nashta. I think I hated it then because my
interpersonal skills were weak in Gujarati and
it seemed every new person said one thing
‘Mane Horke! (i.e. do you know me!)’ Perhaps
we as guests can be more magnanimous and
simply say to kids ‘I am so and so and related
to you in this manner.’ It would facilitate
longer appearances by children.

Food...Food...Food...Food...Food...
Anyway, now at forty I can see the benefits of
such a practice. It is a pre-cursor to a more
socially confident person who can interact
within our community with all age groups
and languages. Think of this, the concept that
you could find a random Leuva in an
unknown place and still get cha and nashta is
awesome. We usually look out for satellite
dishes or red stains, ha ha ha. The roaming
gnome is jealous! I wonder where this behavior
has its roots. Either way it is good stuff. Next,
Leuva’s love food. It seems to me that Surti
food (more accurately Surti spices) drives more
Leuvas to events than events themselves. Food
is our great social interactive medium. It does
however, seem that families with grandparents
or recently transitioned from India families
seem to push the no meat agenda more so
than those families entrenched in America.

Again since birth, I have always been told
that eating meat is bad. Now I realize that
unless religion is prevalent in the house or all
household members are vegetarians,

American convenience makes it challenging
to adhere to this agenda. Plus a lot of our
meat and drinking habits are a rebellion to
the boundaries placed by our samaj or
Hinduism without explanations that meet
the times or combat peer pressure. It seems
girls have an easier time than boys in rejecting
meat, but more and more that is not true as
well; especially, when we are increasingly ok
with other meats except beef.
No Beef...No Beef...No Beef...No Beef...No Beef...
The NO BEEF seems to be our ultimate
compromise for those who are eating. Yet in
Hinduism the concept isn’t no meat, it is no
killing; therefore, we shouldn’t support even
indirectly killing anything. Even the latest
western trend is toward vegetarianism. This is
something to think about. Still I question
whether being Leuva is necessarily linked to
being a perfect Hindu. Only logical thing I can

get is if you put good in, you get good out.
Next, Leuva families love to educate

their kids. We expend great financial
amounts towards that goal. We rave to
others about the particular line our child
has taken in school. However, and this is
key to me, we don’t support the educational
process. We ask for A’s, but don’t personally
sacrifice ‘financial progress’ to teach our
children how to succeed in education. I
remember for me unless my mom had spent

at least two hours and a wooden ‘velan’ (ouch)
each day, I would not have learned to read
and write Gujarati at all. I had no help in
American education; but, luckily I did well
on my own after the sixth grade.
Education...Education...Education...Education...Education...
We argue with poor performance post-
mortem with things like I give you this or
that; but never go the extra mile to watch
the study behaviors and personal behaviors
that are primary indicators of educational
performance. Some of this I think is linked
to our current generation gap not knowing
what to look out for and how to respond to
such observations. Thankfully, because of our
involvement in family businesses and multi-
lingual exposure; our kids are both street and
book smart. However, they are highly stressed
about succeeding in education and life
without a true map to direct them there. So
they struggle along and if they don’t succeed
in education then there is always the family
business. My point here is that the pressure
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to succeed is good but you have to equip
the person with the right tools and strategies
to achieve the goals. LPS could be a great
knowledge base to assist parents with this
very important process.
Progress...Progress...Progress...Progress...Progress...
Next, Leuva families I believe primarily
pursue financial progress above most all. We
have a great drive built-in that has made us
an economic giant. But that success has
brought a decline in ethnic and cultural
values. Throughout the country, most
Leuvas are focused on ‘progress’. So much
of our culture is diluted in the name of
‘progress’. The older generation wanting a
better life overlooked or willingly
participated in decreasing family values and
culture to achieve this goal.

For example, how many times have your
kids been dismissed from attending samaj or
family events in the name of homework.
Really! If we are honest, we are allowing our
children to use the fact that we are tired after
working hard at the business and don’t want
to deal with convincing or forcing them to
attend. I bet if a bunch of peers are getting
together for a sporting event then there will
be no homework or time-crunch issues. So,
consider this as bad tasting medicine for kids.
It will do the body of Leuva Samaj good.

Also, if we all start forcing kids to attend
then it will be fun because everyone will be
there. This was true in my time as in the
times of older Leuvas.
JJJJJealousyealousyealousyealousyealousy...............
Within this financial success drive, there are
also lots of examples of cut-throat behavior
for more money and more business. The
jealousy factor has to be curbed. We are all
doing well and don’t need to lose our
common decency or charity for money.
Children learn more from what they see than
what they hear. Another unfortunate aspect,
as most parents who seek a better life for
their children is that this drive has led to too
much unchecked freedom for their off -
springs. Some of the boundaries that make
up a ‘good Leuva’ are being leached and
diluted; sadly sometimes to support the
popularity-egos of parents.

The results are increasingly less tolerant,
more brash, Leuva youth that won’t tolerate
any idiosyncrasies of ‘gujju’ behavior. That
laissez-faire attitude of life results in things
like youth that are drinking heavily and daily
and respect very little of our community.
More detrimentally we create those that don’t
want to participate in local samaj activities or
family events. This is a growing issue in our
samaj. A strong samaj demands participation.
Passion follows later. It did for me.

Roots...Roots...Roots...Roots...Roots...
Next Leuva families have well known roots in
India. Most know their gaams and families
and some history of each. More and more
youth want to spend time in India, even if it’s
just a getaway. This aspect has to be nurtured
to retain loyalty towards India and particularly
gaams. As an improvement in thought we
need to be good NRI’s by NOT indulging in
what we would consider bad habits here in
America. Yes the dollar is powerful, but the
remnants of bad behavior are ultimately more
powerful. We shouldn’t think of India as an
escape to do all the things that samajic wise or
common sense wise you refrain from doing in
America. That is bad form and bad for the
growth of Leuva in India.
Pride...Pride...Pride...Pride...Pride...
Next, more so now there seems to be a return
to what I call pride in being Leuva. For the
new generation it provides a common thread
just as knowing someone’s gaam provides a
common thread for ‘old school’ Leuva. If we
grow LPS and participate more closely in its
formation; LPS can be the best educational
platform for directing our youth towards
strong Leuva pride and connection. Even our
children can learn to recognize Leuva and
form relationships within the community
solely based on knowing the gaam of the
person. Leuva samaj weddings and funeral
rites have nuances that are quite different
from others.

TTTTTrrrrraditions...aditions...aditions...aditions...aditions...
We have a lot of built-in rituals and rites that
if understood can be fun to maintain. Like
the relation between bhabhi and devar, or
saasu and vove, or sasra and jamai. Our
weddings seem to take forever; and everyone
treats the ‘thali thoki’ ceremony as a dinner
bell to eat and run. It’s true we need to be
more flexible as individuals in America, but
that doesn’t mean we need to give up all of
these old thoughts.

Some of these old roles if played within
reasonable boundaries create a more hospitable
Leuva samaj. Note that some of these

interpersonal boundaries are what created
respectful tendencies and ability to personally
sacrifice and tolerate. Good or bad these
traditions I believe are needed to nurture the
‘thoda thoda thei jai’ nature of Leuva. Even if
you don’t buy this, at a minimum consider it a
tool for less stress because you learn tolerance.

This leads to my closing thoughts. When
I think about how Pritesh is going to turn
out I realize that I can shape and mold the
outcome only if am a parent first and friend
later. Similarly, if we go through the trouble
of creating a Leuva Samaj our goal should be
to preserve or better its integrity and status in
the Indian hierarchal system. It’s to our
benefit! And even though I’m not particularly
prejudiced towards one samaj or another; who
wouldn’t want to be a part of something
strong, defined , beneficial, and sought after?

If we can’t say that my singular preference
is that my child stay in the Leuva samaj in all
stages of life; then in my mind it is not worth
creating a separate samaj. That means that
we must stop diluting the meaning of what
it is to be a Leuva Patidar. It means fighting
to preserve the good things about our samaj
and equally fighting to remove the bad
things. It means creating an atmosphere
where money and power do not drive
member actions; but, instead a fear of samaj
drives good behavior. Yes, I said it.
Conscience...Conscience...Conscience...Conscience...Conscience...
A lot of bad stories of he said, she said come
from an increasing importance on financial
status rather than their samajic status. We have
to bring back a clear decisive fear of what the
samaj will say and embed that in our youth;
so that regardless of a particular individual’s
current maturity of thought, the Leuva Samaj
is preserved. It’s like the fear of god. My hope
is that readers realize that the word fear here
is meant as a positive and not a negative. The
essence of this fear is like a good personal
conscience when deciding any of your actions.
The personal goal should be that your
standing as a Leuva Patidar is respected and
admired. However, like a speeding ticket, the
samaj has to be ready to lessen a person’s
standing if that person’s actions go against
samajic values and practices.

Ok, I’ve presented the biggies of what I
see. Your job is to keep the television off for a
little while longer and discuss these and lots
of the left out characteristics with your
captured audience. As I said, this is the spark,
hardly a comprehensive look at Leuva Patidar.
But let’s blog, email, interact and we can make
this an important growth point for our Leuva
Patidar Samaj.

Jai Shri Krishna, Jai Hind, and Jai Leuva
Patidar Samaj. And, Dude! You help figure
out what a Leuva is in America.
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AS PART of their 10th anniversary
celebrations, the Greater Charlotte
Leuva Patidar Association (LPA)

decided to raise funds for the temple expansion
project at The Hindu Center in Charlotte,
NC.

A goal of donating $10,000 for their 10th
anniversary was established in late May this
year for which, the suggestion of a golf
tournament was given by LPA members Jay
Patel, Vimal Hardev and Girish Patel, all of
whom are avid golfers. All three Leuvas worked
tirelessly to make this tournament a reality.

The tournament was a two-day event with
two rounds of golf played at The Waterford
Golf Course in Rock Hill, SC. Following a
delicious lunch served at the registration, and
a great round of golf on the first day, the players
were treated to a social evening, with an Indian
dinner and drinks, held at The Hilton Hotel
in Charlotte.

The second day saw another round of
golf with perfect weather, which was followed
by a wonderful Caribbean lunch and awards
presentation. There were a lot of happy golfers
at the event! 

A total of 106 golfers attended the

Charlotte Leuvas organized a successful golf tournament to raise money forCharlotte Leuvas organized a successful golf tournament to raise money forCharlotte Leuvas organized a successful golf tournament to raise money forCharlotte Leuvas organized a successful golf tournament to raise money forCharlotte Leuvas organized a successful golf tournament to raise money for
a temple…a temple…a temple…a temple…a temple…

tournament. LPA committee members were
on hand as volunteers to ensure that the event
went off without a hitch and that everybody
was well-fed and thirsts were quenched.

The tournament was an enormous success!
Once the accounting was finalized, it was
determined that their original goal of donating
$10,000 was easily surpassed and with great
enthusiasm the LPA board decided to donate

TTTTTee-ing off for a good causeee-ing off for a good causeee-ing off for a good causeee-ing off for a good causeee-ing off for a good cause

$17,501 to
The Hindu
Center.

The LPA
c e r t a i n l y
could not
have achieved
this without
sponsors, and
warm thanks
are extended
to all,
especially to
the Gold and
S i l v e r
Sponsors. The

Gold Sponsors were: AAHOA, Charybdis
Capital Advisors, Cox & Schepp Construction
and Omega Construction. The Silver
Sponsors were: Cambridge Payment Systems,
Marriott International and Poterack Capital
Advisory.

The presentation ceremony took place at
The Hindu Center on September 12, during
the Garba Night held by the LPA.

LPLPLPLPLPA prA prA prA prA present check for $17,501 to esent check for $17,501 to esent check for $17,501 to esent check for $17,501 to esent check for $17,501 to The HThe HThe HThe HThe Hindu Cindu Cindu Cindu Cindu Centerenterenterenterenter

SSSSSunny celebrations for Leuvunny celebrations for Leuvunny celebrations for Leuvunny celebrations for Leuvunny celebrations for Leuvas!as!as!as!as!

THE LPS of Northern California recently organized a picnic, that was attended by
over 750 members. The event was a great success, especially with the little ones.

LPS tri-state picnicLPS tri-state picnicLPS tri-state picnicLPS tri-state picnicLPS tri-state picnic
memoriesmemoriesmemoriesmemoriesmemories
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The roof of AfricaThe roof of AfricaThe roof of AfricaThe roof of AfricaThe roof of Africa
BBBBBharharharharharat Pat Pat Pat Pat Patel, of Eatel, of Eatel, of Eatel, of Eatel, of El Ml Ml Ml Ml Monte, CA, ronte, CA, ronte, CA, ronte, CA, ronte, CA, recrecrecrecrecreates his inspireates his inspireates his inspireates his inspireates his inspirationalationalationalationalational
journey to conquer Mt. Kilimanjaro…journey to conquer Mt. Kilimanjaro…journey to conquer Mt. Kilimanjaro…journey to conquer Mt. Kilimanjaro…journey to conquer Mt. Kilimanjaro…

IT HAS been said of the great Kilimanjaro
that ‘great things can be accomplished
by ordinary men on an extraordinary

mountain’. At 19,400ft it produces vivid
splendors even as the glaciers are evaporating.

Kilimanjaro, located in Tanzania, Africa
stands as the tallest peak in the continent.
Uhuru Peak is the summit point of
Kilimanjaro at 19,400ft above sea level.
Uhuru in Swahili means freedom.

There were seven of us who formed the
team called 7-UP. The ages ranged from 18 to
42. Our journey started towards Uhuru Peak
on August 5, 2009 via the Lemosho route.
There was an extraordinary support team that
was assembled. We had four guides, one chef
and 12 porters to help carry the food,
equipment, and baggage. Basically, we had to
just walk with our back packs which seemed
almost unfair to the rest of the ensemble.

Annually, 10 hikers die trying to summit
Kilimanjaro. Altitude sickness is a big factor.
At 15,000ft, we have 50 per cent less oxygen
when compared at sea level and at 19,000ft
it is less than 30 per cent. Hikers need to be

constantly monitored
by the guides for
Cerebral or
Pulmonary Edema
which is the most
severe form of altitude
sickness. It can
quickly prove fatal, if
not diagnosed
i m m e d i a t e l y .
Descending the mountain is also
wrought with danger, due to fatigue, slippery
rocks, and foot injuries.

The 7-UP team summited the peak on
August 11, 2009 at 12:30pm. The team
reached Uhuru Peak a day earlier than
planned, as part of a calculated risk by the
team taken due to the fact that many team
members were already suffering mild forms
of altitude sickness such as headaches, body
aches and vomiting.

 It is said that there is no room for ego on
the mountain. With less than 20 degrees
weather every night and the excitement of
sensing the goal of conquering the peak, all

hikers had to be very honest with themselves
about their condition and health, every day.

The day of summiting was tremendous
from a personal point of view and from a
group perspective. The 15 minutes we were
up on Uhuru Peak produced a feeling of
euphoria which in turn made us forget about
our head and body aches.

The great outdoors have been given to
us as a gift by our Creator. We should traverse
some of the natural world and leave our
technological globe behind for a little while.
The natural planet is a gift for all to enjoy
and we should bask in it.

HHHHHansini Jansini Jansini Jansini Jansini Jogee ADogee ADogee ADogee ADogee AD

LoLoLoLoLoyal folloyal folloyal folloyal folloyal following: Nwing: Nwing: Nwing: Nwing: Navin N Pavin N Pavin N Pavin N Pavin N Patel ‘Patel ‘Patel ‘Patel ‘Patel ‘Patcoatcoatcoatcoatco’ (placing gar’ (placing gar’ (placing gar’ (placing gar’ (placing garlandlandlandlandland
arararararound statue); Round statue); Round statue); Round statue); Round statue); Ratilal N Patilal N Patilal N Patilal N Patilal N Patel, (second fratel, (second fratel, (second fratel, (second fratel, (second from left); Nom left); Nom left); Nom left); Nom left); Narararararanji anji anji anji anji VVVVV
PPPPPatel (fouratel (fouratel (fouratel (fouratel (fourth frth frth frth frth from left); and om left); and om left); and om left); and om left); and VVVVVijay D Pijay D Pijay D Pijay D Pijay D Patel (first fratel (first fratel (first fratel (first fratel (first from right)om right)om right)om right)om right)

HHHHHonoring a legacyonoring a legacyonoring a legacyonoring a legacyonoring a legacy
EVERY year, a small but consistent group of Leuvas along with
other local Indian community members makes a faithful trek to
place a garland around the statue of Mahatma Gandhi at the
waterfront of San Francisco Bay on October 2, Gandhiji’s birthday.
The statue was installed in 1988 with local donations and the
support of the Gandhi foundation

NNNNNavravravravravratri glimpsesatri glimpsesatri glimpsesatri glimpsesatri glimpses
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GeorgiaGeorgiaGeorgiaGeorgiaGeorgia

OklahomaOklahomaOklahomaOklahomaOklahoma

FloridaFloridaFloridaFloridaFlorida

FloridaFloridaFloridaFloridaFlorida

FloridaFloridaFloridaFloridaFlorida

FloridaFloridaFloridaFloridaFlorida

FloridaFloridaFloridaFloridaFlorida

GeorgiaGeorgiaGeorgiaGeorgiaGeorgia

GeorgiaGeorgiaGeorgiaGeorgiaGeorgia

TTTTTexasexasexasexasexas
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WHAWHAWHAWHAWHAT IS FOGANA?T IS FOGANA?T IS FOGANA?T IS FOGANA?T IS FOGANA?

FOGANA is an acronym for The Federation of Gujarati
Associations of North America, which was founded in 1980.The
aim is to bring all the Gujarati people living in North America

closer together by promoting a common platform to sustain and
perpetuate the cultural heritage of Gujarat, India. Initially, FOGANA
aspired to meet the needs and welfare of Gujaratis while assisting
them in adapting to the mainstream America. They hoped to do this
by building up and centralizing resources, energies and talents and
thus create a stronger image of the Gujaratis. Using such tools as folk
dancing, which is an integral part of any celebration in the Gujarati
culture, they initiated their effort by conducting folk dance
competitions in various regions that culminated in finals in one or
other North American city. Gujaratis from all corners gathered for
these events. Workshops in cultural aspect such as dance, costumes
communities, music etc. was offered.

The history of a country is considered as a source of inspiration
for her people. Likewise the history of an organization serves as a base
of pride for its members. The past endeavors of the organization and
its members always have a lasting impact beyond their time and
generation.

Today, FOGANA is a household name in North America. FOGANA
and its activities instill enthusiasm and pride in the third generation
Gujaratis who would like to be a co-partner in sustaining and augmenting
the FOGANA dream.  Being the largest Gujarati organization outside
India, FOGANA is a Founding Partner of Shri Vishva Gujarati Samaj.

For More information, visit the official FOGANA website at
www.fogana.org

AAAAAshnee Pshnee Pshnee Pshnee Pshnee Patel,atel,atel,atel,atel,
Age 10, OhioAge 10, OhioAge 10, OhioAge 10, OhioAge 10, Ohio

MMMMMilan Pilan Pilan Pilan Pilan Patel, Aatel, Aatel, Aatel, Aatel, Age 10,ge 10,ge 10,ge 10,ge 10,
Dayton OhioDayton OhioDayton OhioDayton OhioDayton Ohio

RRRRRohan Pohan Pohan Pohan Pohan Patel, Aatel, Aatel, Aatel, Aatel, Age 8,ge 8,ge 8,ge 8,ge 8,

Columbus OhioColumbus OhioColumbus OhioColumbus OhioColumbus Ohio
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Once, Parvati Devi set a
competition for her two
children, Ganesha and
Kartikeya: she asked them to
go around the world, and the
one who would return first
would get a present.

Kartikeya immediately
mounted his peacock and
flew off to circle the world.
But Ganesha had only his
little mouse, and he
understood that he would
never return quicker than his
brother.

So Ganesha mounted his
mouse-driven chariot and did
a pradakshina around Parvati
Devi, saying, ‘What can be
greater than my mother?  You
mean the world to me.’

Delighted, Parvati Devi
hugged Ganesha.

Read and color!Read and color!Read and color!Read and color!Read and color!

HHHHHooooow good is yw good is yw good is yw good is yw good is your Gour Gour Gour Gour Gujarati? Sujarati? Sujarati? Sujarati? Sujarati? Solvolvolvolvolve our cre our cre our cre our cre our crossworossworossworossworossword!d!d!d!d!

SSSSSmarmarmarmarmart Gt Gt Gt Gt Ganeshaaneshaaneshaaneshaanesha

AcrossAcrossAcrossAcrossAcross DownDownDownDownDown
4: Lack of money4: Lack of money4: Lack of money4: Lack of money4: Lack of money [3] 6: A sprial6: A sprial6: A sprial6: A sprial6: A sprial
sweetsweetsweetsweetsweet [3] 7: Loss  7: Loss  7: Loss  7: Loss  7: Loss [2] 9: A black 9: A black 9: A black 9: A black 9: A black
bird bird bird bird bird [3] 11: A small mamal with11: A small mamal with11: A small mamal with11: A small mamal with11: A small mamal with
long ears; someone who helpedlong ears; someone who helpedlong ears; someone who helpedlong ears; someone who helpedlong ears; someone who helped
Al i c e  in  A l i c e  in  A l i c e  in  A l i c e  in  A l i c e  in  WWWWWonder l and  onde r l and  onde r l and  onde r l and  onde r l and  [3]
13: Small, round, glass balls to13: Small, round, glass balls to13: Small, round, glass balls to13: Small, round, glass balls to13: Small, round, glass balls to
play with play with play with play with play with [3] 15: A long span 15: A long span 15: A long span 15: A long span 15: A long span
of timeof timeof timeof timeof time [2] 18: Migratory birds 18: Migratory birds 18: Migratory birds 18: Migratory birds 18: Migratory birds
[4] 20: Made from a plant of20: Made from a plant of20: Made from a plant of20: Made from a plant of20: Made from a plant of
the same name; used to correctthe same name; used to correctthe same name; used to correctthe same name; used to correctthe same name; used to correct
homework homework homework homework homework [3] 22: Husband 22: Husband 22: Husband 22: Husband 22: Husband [2]
24: A loud scream24: A loud scream24: A loud scream24: A loud scream24: A loud scream [3] 25: A peice25: A peice25: A peice25: A peice25: A peice
of cloth used to wipe sweat of cloth used to wipe sweat of cloth used to wipe sweat of cloth used to wipe sweat of cloth used to wipe sweat [3]
26: What your mum asks you26: What your mum asks you26: What your mum asks you26: What your mum asks you26: What your mum asks you
not to do, especially when younot to do, especially when younot to do, especially when younot to do, especially when younot to do, especially when you
act ‘act ‘act ‘act ‘act ‘tootootootootoo’ wise ’ wise ’ wise ’ wise ’ wise [4] 27: F27: F27: F27: F27: Footstepootstepootstepootstepootstep
[3] 28: 28: 28: 28: 28: The juice of a frThe juice of a frThe juice of a frThe juice of a frThe juice of a fruituituituituit[2]

1: I1: I1: I1: I1: Indiandiandiandiandia’’’’’s ars ars ars ars architectural wonder of thechitectural wonder of thechitectural wonder of thechitectural wonder of thechitectural wonder of the
world; a monument of love world; a monument of love world; a monument of love world; a monument of love world; a monument of love [5] 2: A2: A2: A2: A2: A
chi ld born in an economical lychi ld born in an economical lychi ld born in an economical lychi ld born in an economical lychi ld born in an economical ly
af f luent  familyaf f luent  familyaf f luent  familyaf f luent  familyaf f luent  family [3] 3:  A word3:  A word3:  A word3:  A word3:  A word
frfrf rf rf requently used when ‘equently used when ‘equently used when ‘equently used when ‘equently used when ‘offeringofferingofferingofferingoffering’’’’’
something to God during pujasomething to God during pujasomething to God during pujasomething to God during pujasomething to God during puja [2] 4: 4: 4: 4: 4:
A domestic animal with a funny brayA domestic animal with a funny brayA domestic animal with a funny brayA domestic animal with a funny brayA domestic animal with a funny bray
[3] 5: Feeling ill5: Feeling ill5: Feeling ill5: Feeling ill5: Feeling ill [3] 8: Export 8: Export 8: Export 8: Export 8: Export [3] 10: 10: 10: 10: 10:
A new-born dogA new-born dogA new-born dogA new-born dogA new-born dog [4] 11: A big water- 11: A big water- 11: A big water- 11: A big water- 11: A big water-
bodybodybodybodybody, framed on all sides b, framed on all sides b, framed on all sides b, framed on all sides b, framed on all sides by landy landy landy landy land [4]
13: I13: I13: I13: I13: Indiandiandiandiandia’’’’’s capital city s capital city s capital city s capital city s capital city [2] 14: A14: A14: A14: A14: A
Hindu goddess who rides on aHindu goddess who rides on aHindu goddess who rides on aHindu goddess who rides on aHindu goddess who rides on a
crcrcrcrcrocodiel ocodiel ocodiel ocodiel ocodiel [5] 16: Chaos 16: Chaos 16: Chaos 16: Chaos 16: Chaos [4] 17:  17:  17:  17:  17: TheTheTheTheThe
behind of the torsobehind of the torsobehind of the torsobehind of the torsobehind of the torso [3] 19: Wife  19: Wife  19: Wife  19: Wife  19: Wife [2]
21: Appropriate 21: Appropriate 21: Appropriate 21: Appropriate 21: Appropriate [3]  22: A wild 22: A wild 22: A wild 22: A wild 22: A wild
predator; who tried to eat Red Ridingpredator; who tried to eat Red Ridingpredator; who tried to eat Red Ridingpredator; who tried to eat Red Ridingpredator; who tried to eat Red Riding
Hood Hood Hood Hood Hood [2] 23: A juicy fruit  whose23: A juicy fruit  whose23: A juicy fruit  whose23: A juicy fruit  whose23: A juicy fruit  whose
red seeds are meant to be eatenred seeds are meant to be eatenred seeds are meant to be eatenred seeds are meant to be eatenred seeds are meant to be eaten [3]

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8

9 10

11 12

13 14

15 16 17

18 19 20 21

22 23 24

25 26

27 28

4— √flÌ⁄ [3] 6— …·ı⁄Ì [3] 7— ËÎÏfi [2] 9— ¿Î√Õ˘ [3] 11—
ÁÁ·_ [3] 13— ·¬˘ÀÌ [3] 15 ›√ [2] 18 ›Î›Î‰fl [4] 20—
fl⁄fl [3] 22— ‰fl [2] 24— ⁄flÎÕ˘ [3] 25— w‹Î· [3] 26—
Õ⁄Õ⁄ [4] 27— ¿ÿ‹ [3] 28— flÁ [2]

1— ÷Î…‹Ëı· [5] 2— fi⁄ÌflÎ [3] 3— V‰ÎËÎ [2] 4— √‘ıÕ˘ [3] 5—
⁄Ì‹Îfl [3] 8— Ïfi¿ÎÁ [3] 10— √·ÏÕ›_ [4] 11— Áfl˘‰fl [4] 13—
ÏÿSËÌ [2] 14— ¬˘ÏÕ›Îfl‹Î [5] 16—  √fl⁄Õ [4] 17— ⁄flÕ˘ [3]

19— ‰Ë [2] 21— ⁄flÎ⁄fl [3] 22— ‰w [2] 23— ÿÎÕ‹ [3]
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AAAAAutism in the Leuvutism in the Leuvutism in the Leuvutism in the Leuvutism in the Leuva communitya communitya communitya communitya community
Understanding Autism and the misconceptions surrounding it is crucial forUnderstanding Autism and the misconceptions surrounding it is crucial forUnderstanding Autism and the misconceptions surrounding it is crucial forUnderstanding Autism and the misconceptions surrounding it is crucial forUnderstanding Autism and the misconceptions surrounding it is crucial for
reaching out to families who have Autistic children, says Donna M Pitti...reaching out to families who have Autistic children, says Donna M Pitti...reaching out to families who have Autistic children, says Donna M Pitti...reaching out to families who have Autistic children, says Donna M Pitti...reaching out to families who have Autistic children, says Donna M Pitti...

I have known Pinakin J Patel and his family
for about four years now. Pinakin, a
successful businessman in Duncan,

Oklahoma, has been in the hotel business for
most of his life and is well respected in the
Gujarati community as well as his business
circle.

With very little personal time for himself,
Pinakin is one of the few people I know that will
always make time to help his fellow hoteliers and
friends. He was voted in as Regional Director of
AAHOA (Asian American Hotel Owners
Association) for the central midwest this year,
and is proud to offer his time and wisdom to
help other hotel owners.

Pinakin and his wife Sejal, have two boys,
Devon (12 years) and Sajan (10 years). Devon,
extremely intelligent for his age, will be following
in his fathers footsteps and will one day take his
father’s place as head of the family and successful
businessman. Pinakin’s younger son Sajan, is
severely Autistic and quite a handful.

Sajan has no words to communicate his
desires and needs like other children. His
vocabulary consists of loud yells when frustrated
and laugh and giggles when happy. Intelligent
in his own world, he is like any normal child,
knowing what he wants, but without a way to
verbally communicate, he finds his own way to
get what he wants with lots of running, mischief
and energy. He sees the world differently than
we do. We have learned the basics of social
interaction and empathy. Children with Autism
lack empathy and guilt and are concerned only
with themselves.

Sajan makes his needs known by grabbing
your hand and taking you to what he wants: he
requires constant supervision to avoid having
power cords cut, or metal utensils put into the
microwave or dish soap squeezed all over the
kitchen floor, just to name a few. He is at his
quietest during his several baths taken
throughout the day: it is one of his favorite things
to do. This bath-time is welcomed because it
gives his mom, Shilpa, a short time to take a
break for herself from the constant running that
is required to keep up with Sajan to make sure he
is not getting into anything that can hurt him or
damage their home. As his primary caregiver, I
consider Shilpa to be one of the strongest women
I know because of what she endures on an
everyday basis.

The burden of raising an Autistic child can
be overwhelming emotionally and financially.
The normal everyday activities that we take for

granted are just not the same for this family.
Friends are not invited for dinner because after
bathing he runs naked through the house;
conversation is difficult because of the loud yells
he makes if he gets frustrated. He does not
understand patience and expects immediate
gratification when hungry, such as becoming
frustrated that spaghetti needs to be cooked before
he can eat it.

During family functions, one parent must
miss the event to stay home to watch Sajan,
because if he is taken, he just runs all over and
cannot be controlled enough to conform to the
norms of socially acceptable behavior. During
dinner outings, Sajan must be fed almost
immediately, and when done, will not sit still
while everyone else tries to finish their dinner.
Then one parent may have to take his or her
dinner to the car and finish eating so as not to
disturb the other patrons and allow the rest of
the family to eat in peace.

Friends, family and acquaintances do not
understand Autism and the effects it has on the
child’s family. When a stigma on the family is
thrown in because of this disease, it makes the
burden so much more unbearable and creates a
sense of isolation. When a child becomes ill with
an ‘acceptable’ illness, friends and family come
together to help care for the child or offer support
for the family in some way because the illness is
understood and accepted as a normal illness.
Autism scares people.

People ask ‘What is wrong with him, why
can’t he talk, can he hear, have you had his tongue
or throat checked?’  They don’t understand this

is a developmental disability and can range the
whole spectrum from mild to severe. 

I myself have cared for him, during the rare
times his mom and dad have taken time to go to
a family function or gathering, out with friends
or just to take a couple of hours for themselves
and I can say this - I don’t know how they do this
on a full-time 24-hour basis without going nuts.

Just the simple act of taking him to the
dentist is extremely expensive, time consuming
and sometimes dangerous. He either needs to be
restrained, or sedated and can’t verbalize if he is
feeling pain afterwards.

Emergency room visits are another common
outing. While running on the countertops, trying
to find the food that he wants, he may fall and
crack something, like his head. These visits can
range in the thousands of dollars, and no help is
given by the government. Trying to get some
medical coverage is not always possible unless
almost destitute.

While Pinakin is volunteering his time to
AAHOA and traveling across the country, his
wife, Shilpa, has the burden of caring for Sajan
and their business alone. This can be extremely
stressful and tiring. It becomes hard to ask others
in the community for help, it is not like any
other babysitting job, it is more like running a
marathon, and not many have that kind of
patience and caring.

Sajan is not a freak. He is actually a sweet
boy, with a beautiful smile and can sometimes
show affection in his own way. Sometimes all it
takes, is just an open mind to understand this
illness and what the family endures. I can see the
beauty in this child and can empathize with
what this family endures on an everyday basis,
and firmly believe that god gives these children
only to the strongest of parents with the greatest
compassion and patience.

DifferDifferDifferDifferDifferent abilities: Sent abilities: Sent abilities: Sent abilities: Sent abilities: Sajan Pajan Pajan Pajan Pajan Patelatelatelatelatel

SSSSStrtrtrtrtrong family: Pong family: Pong family: Pong family: Pong family: Pinakin J Pinakin J Pinakin J Pinakin J Pinakin J Patel, Satel, Satel, Satel, Satel, Sejalejalejalejalejal
PPPPPatel and Datel and Datel and Datel and Datel and Devevevevevon Pon Pon Pon Pon Patelatelatelatelatel



Leuva Patidar Samaj Foundation Inc.
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

Please mail application to
Ravindra Dave

716 Sweetwater Cir, Old Hickory TN 37138-2063
Phone: 615-739-5088 Fax 615-739-5266 Email: ravidave12@comcast.net

Application for the LPS Foundation Inc. Scholarship will be accepted through May 31, 2009. Scholarship will be awarded
beginning with the fall 2009 semester. The scholarship recipient must (1) demonstrate a need for this scholarship (2) has at
least a 3.0 grade point average (3) be a legal resident or citizen of the USA (4) the applicant or applicant`s parents/ guardian
must be current paid member of LPS of USA.

The scholarship awarded will be for use at an accredited college or university. The recipient may receive the monetary award
for subsequent years, provided, the recipient maintains a 3.0 grade point average each year. However the recipient is
required to submit application each year. The winner of the LPS Foundation Inc. scholarship will be notified by phone or
email. If the applicant is awarded the scholarship, a social security number must be provided.

Full Name 

Last First Middle Initial 

Current Address  City  State  Zip 

Permanent Address  City  State Zip 

Phone No  Fax No  Email 

Date of Birth Place of Birth 

High School Attended  Graduation Date 

Father’s Full Name  Mother’s Full Name 

Father’s village in India  Mother’s village in India 

Do parents own a business? Yes  No 

If Yes, what kind? If No, where do they work? 

Parents’ annual income (Approx.) $ 

Please write a one full page essay for each of the following questions (Please be specific)

1. What differentiates you from other students? 

2. What are your short and long term goals? 

3. How can this scholarship help you and the community? 

I have applied to the following Colleges or Universities 1. 

(Use additional page, if required) 2. 

I have been awarded the following Scholarships 1. 

(Use additional page, if required) 2. 

Please submit this application (1) Essays and cover letter (2) Most recent High School or College transcript (3)
Documentation of US residency (4) Three letters of references (5) SAT, ACT, or Equivalent Score report (6) Achievements in
community involvement or any other extracurricular activities (7) Two passport size photographs (8) Proof of admission to a
college or university is required prior to the award. All applications must be postmarked no later than May 31, 2009. Late
applications will not be entertained under any circumstances.

Signature of Applicant  Date 

Board of Trustees

1. Indubhai.H.Patel (Chairman) 614-327- 9515 7. N.P.Patel 615-473-2929
2. Ramanbhai Mori (Secretary) 650-520-0021 8. Naranji.V. Patel 408-828-2581
3 Dipak K Patidar (Treasurer) 321-302-1870 9. Natu.V.Patel 843-229-6391
4. Dahyabhai.V.Patel (President LPS) 615-260-8572 10. Naresh.D.Patel 818-885-7008 5.
5. Bhagubhai.N. Patel 562-761-1275 11. Dipak R Patel 415-564-9617
6. Raman V. Patel 972-679-0641



Harshvina “Helen” Zaver, CHA
Senior Associate
National Hospitality Group
1100 Abernathy Rd, Ste 600
Atlanta, GA 30328
P. 678.808.2786   F. 678.808.2710
E. helen.zaver@marcusmillichap.com
W. www.marcusmillichap.com/hzaver

Let me help you Buy or Sell your Hotel

• Over 22 years experience in the Hotel Industry and with Hotel Associations

• Backed by one of the largest commercial brokerages in the nation—over
70 offices throughout the country

• Here is a sample of our Current Inventory:

TN Executive Inn   93 Rms $1.5m GA Holiday Hotel 132 Rms $2.9m0
IN Clarion Inn 145 Rms $2.95m NC Country Inn 119 Rms $5.75m
IN Wingate Inn   96 Rms $7.25m TX Super 8 50 Rms $3.m

Confidential Listings such as Hilton, Marriott and IHG Hotels Available

CONTACT ME FOR INFORMATION ON OVER 80 HOTEL LISTINGS

VALUED AT OVER $500 MILLION

OR FOR A FREE PRICING ANALYSIS ON YOUR HOTEL PROPERTY!

www.MarcusMillichap.com
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DDDDDancing sensationancing sensationancing sensationancing sensationancing sensation
Congratulations to a Leuva youthCongratulations to a Leuva youthCongratulations to a Leuva youthCongratulations to a Leuva youthCongratulations to a Leuva youth
who danced his way to the nationalswho danced his way to the nationalswho danced his way to the nationalswho danced his way to the nationalswho danced his way to the nationals
of a popular television dance showof a popular television dance showof a popular television dance showof a popular television dance showof a popular television dance show
and won…and won…and won…and won…and won…

TALENT begins early, and Sagar Patel
is a classic example. The dashing 13-
year-old won the US National Boogie

Woogie dance competition that was held in
Chicago in April. And recently, the dance
prodigy followed this honor up by
representing the US at the International
Boogie Woogie competition, held in London
at the Sheraton Skyline in August, and walked
away with the National Competition Award
for the US.

This isn’t his first brush with winning:
Sagar has also previously won the Regional
Boogie Woogie in LA.

For the US National Boogie Woogie
competition, Sagar performed a dance to the
song Aai Pappi from the Bollywood movie
Kismat Konnection.

The audience and the judges were
amazed by Sagar’s performance and one of
the judges, Amrapali Ambegaokar,
commented that Sagar was ‘Mini Shah Rukh
Khan’, akin in charisma with the popular star.

Sagar, son of Rakesh Nathubhai Patel
(Gaam Bajipura) and Sunita Mangubhai
Patel (Gaam Umrakh), is a resident of
Cerritos, CA

We wish him good luck and great moves
ahead!

OVER THE summer, my family and
I went to India. We were there for
five weeks, and this was my second

visit there: I went once when I was really
young, so I can’t really remember much of it.
Our trip began with a 16-hour flight, which
was scheduled to be nonstop, but since we
missed our connecting flight because of delays
and airport security, it
was broken up into two
eight-hour flights. After
an exhausting flight, we
arrived at the Mumbai
airport late at night.
Everyone was extremely
tired but we still had to
drive several hours to get
to our final destination,
Kantali, so there
wouldn’t be much
sleep for a while.

Once we got all
fourteen of our
suitcases, we left the
airport where my
aunt, uncle and their two kids, Kevin and
Fenny, were waiting to take us home. It was
12am when we left the airport. I already felt
like this was the longest trip I had ever taken.
A part of me felt like going back to America,
but the other part was ready to explore the
Indian culture that is part of who I am.

We stopped off in Asta at around 6am to
wash up and eat breakfast. An hour or two

later, we headed off to my dad’s house in
Kantali. My dad’s house was very old, so last
year we decided to rebuild it and we had no
idea what state the house would be in or how
it would look when we got there. The house
was not fully complete, but at least the air
conditioners worked. Once we got to the house
we met our grandfather and got settled in.

Over the next few
weeks, we spent our days
visiting family and
traveling. First, we visited
the local cities in Gujarat,
such as Bardoli and Surat.
My favorite place to visit
when we went to these
cities was Baskin Robbins.
The ice-cream there is nice.
The down side to going
was doing all of the
shopping with my mother
and cousin. All the stores
we went to offered us water
and/or food. It was a
revelation.

After spending time in
Gujarat we left for part two of our trip:
sightseeing India. Our first stop was Delhi,
and we met our guide and driver for the day
at the airport itself. We got to see the largest
Hindu temple in the world, the place where
Mahatma Gandhi was murdered, the Lotus
Temple, India Gate, and Rashtrapati Bhawan,
the Indian equivalent to the White House.

IIIIIndia has much to offerndia has much to offerndia has much to offerndia has much to offerndia has much to offer, including historic landmar, including historic landmar, including historic landmar, including historic landmar, including historic landmarks and friendly shop-keepers, discoks and friendly shop-keepers, discoks and friendly shop-keepers, discoks and friendly shop-keepers, discoks and friendly shop-keepers, discovvvvversersersersers
DDDDDylan Pylan Pylan Pylan Pylan Patel, of Satel, of Satel, of Satel, of Satel, of Savavavavavannah, Gannah, Gannah, Gannah, Gannah, Georgia…eorgia…eorgia…eorgia…eorgia…

AAAAA     trip to Itrip to Itrip to Itrip to Itrip to Indiandiandiandiandia
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The next day we went
to Agra. We first visited Agra Fort, which was
built by Emperor Akbar, and then we went
to the famous Taj Mahal. It was built by
Emperor Shah Jahan as a tomb for his wife,
Mumtaz.

We then went to Jaipur, where we saw
the Amber Fort, the Hawa Mahal, Jal Mahal,
the City Palace, and my personal

favorite, the Jantar Mantar. At night,
we went to a village called Chokhi Dhani,
where we truly experienced the rich culture
of Rajasthan. I thought the village was similar
to a fair in America because of the various
rides. We saw performers, rode elephants,
rides and camels, and saw a mini -uppet show.
The culture of Rajasthan is similar, in some
aspects, to the culture of Gujarat, but is still

different in many ways.
After visiting Jaipur, we went to Udaipur,

where we checked into our luxurious hotel,
the Lake Palace Hotel, consistently ranked as
one of the top hotels in the world for several
years now. Once we checked in, we relaxed
for a while then did some sightseeing. During
our two-day stay in Udaipur, we went to the
Jagdish Temple, City Palace, the Palace

Museum, the Maharana Pratap Memorial,
and Monsoon Palace. We also saw the king’s
vintage car collection and another puppet
show at a museum. To conclude our trip we
had a nice family dinner at the restaurant in
the Lake Palace Hotel. Prior to dinner we
enjoyed appetizers along with traditional
Rajasthani dances. We also went to the laari
to eat pav-bhaji. The next day we began our
long drive back to Kantali.

The remaining days in Kantali were
spent doing some more shopping, and before
I knew it, it was time to pack up and go back
home. I’ll never forget my time in India
because I was really able to understand the
culture and appreciate the historical
landmarks. I cannot wait to go back to see
our finished house and explore more of India.

I HAVE been presented with several
honors in the past years, but out of all of
them, the most significant has been the

‘valedictorian’ title. I have worked extremely
hard to maintain my unweighted 4.0 GPA
and even harder to raise my weighted 4.67
GPA. All of those AP and honors classes have
tested me to extreme levels, to the point where
I second-guessed myself multiple times for
even deciding to take those classes!

Nonetheless, I continued to strive for the
best grade on each assignment, each test, and
each quiz as my parents, Prakashbhai and
Gitaben Patel, Gaam Kumbharya, continued
to encourage me. While being president of

A A A A A surprised valedictoriansurprised valedictoriansurprised valedictoriansurprised valedictoriansurprised valedictorian
MMMMMeeting yeeting yeeting yeeting yeeting your oour oour oour oour own expectations can be the biggest accomplishment, says Pwn expectations can be the biggest accomplishment, says Pwn expectations can be the biggest accomplishment, says Pwn expectations can be the biggest accomplishment, says Pwn expectations can be the biggest accomplishment, says Parisarisarisarisaris
PPPPPatel of Satel of Satel of Satel of Satel of Stockbridge, Gtockbridge, Gtockbridge, Gtockbridge, Gtockbridge, Georgia…eorgia…eorgia…eorgia…eorgia…

Dutchtown High School’s International
Club, participating in all three honors
societies and additional clubs of Dutchtown,
creating Indian dance routines with my sister
Sabrina and even managing to still hang out
with friends, I have truly learned the art of
balance (while maintaining my grades, of
course!)

When it was time to announce the
valedictorian and salutatorian, I remember I
saw my mom come out of the office, so you
could imagine I was really confused since I
had no idea why she was there in the first
place. After my principal announced who
the salutatorian was to the entire senior class,

my friend standing next to me immediately
squeezed the life out of the left hand,
screaming, ‘Paris! You’re valedictorian!! I
know it!’ As soon as my friend finished her
sentence, my principal announced, ‘And
our valedictorian is Paris Patel!’ My jaw
automatically dropped, and ‘Oh my god!
Oh my god! That’s my name!’ kept running
through my mind. I never expected it
whatsoever: I can honestly say it was the

most shocking moment of my life.
The thing was, less than a point or two

in terms of weighted average separated
everyone in the top ten, and these two girls
have always been first and second for the
first three years of high school. I never
stopped doing my best and it was and still
is the best feeling in the world to know that
I’ll still be remembered for attaining such
an admirable accomplishment. While I was
saying my speech on graduation day, I
remember looking out to all of my three-
hundred classmates, and constantly
thinking, ‘I need to inspire them to chase
their desires and dreams.’

I know it feels amazing to exceed
someone else’s expectations of you, like your
parents or other family members, but it feels
even more fulfilling and gratifying to exceed
your own expectations. My advice to all of
you out there is this: continue to strive for
your goals, even if they seem impossible to
achieve. Never doubt yourself just because
you’re not on top at the moment and most
importantly, take action to execute your
visions. You never know what will happen
so take advantage of the present to ensure a
brilliant future.
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NNNNNurururururturing the family unitturing the family unitturing the family unitturing the family unitturing the family unit

In our changing society, people are putting
less emphasis on families than ever before.
This article provides ideas for spending

more time with family and enjoying that time.
In her book, The Art of the Fresh Start, Glenna
Salisbury begins her acknowledgment with a
memorable phrase. She says, ‘Love fires my
life and I have been surrounded by an
abundance of supply of this precious
commodity.’ She is referring largely to her
family. Unfortunately, many people aren't
having such an experience. Moreover, unless
you've been working in the far
reaches of Antarctica for the last
several decades, you may have
noticed fundamental changes in
families all around you. The once
traditional single bread winner
family, where the mother stays
at home and raises two children
is all but a memory. Today this
structure represents less than
seven percent of all households.
The Data Is InThe Data Is InThe Data Is InThe Data Is InThe Data Is In
Young boys and girls grow up
with the best chance of
succeeding in life when they
have two loving, caring
parents. Certainly, a single
parent raising children can do
a wonderful job.

Many single parents
perform everyday acts of
heroism when you consider all
that they do.

Suppose you are married
and have children, or are
married and will have
children, were married and
have children, or will be married and
contemplate having children sometime in the
future. With that in mind, what kind of family
goals do you have and what type of goals might
be appropriate for the whole family, i.e., where
every member gets to offer input?
An InterrelationshipAn InterrelationshipAn InterrelationshipAn InterrelationshipAn Interrelationship
Many of the goals you have for your family
life are likely to be interrelated with the other
major goal areas of your life. For example,
one of your goals might be to provide for
your children's education, buy a new home,
and be able to retire with grace and ease when
the time comes.

Any financial goals you choose to pursue
for you and your family need to be initiated as
early as possible. All benefits, including

compound interest, accumulating principal,
even the discipline to start saving and investing
in this manner, are all facilitated when you
begin at as young an age as possible.

If your child is in grade school now, and
you want to be able to send him to college, it
will be much easier if you start early. If your
child is thirteen years old and you have five
years to save, in order to accumulate a given
sum you'll have to put away three times or
more the amount than you would if you had
started when your child was age three. Hey,

it's just the way time and money work.

A More Active InterestA More Active InterestA More Active InterestA More Active InterestA More Active Interest
Suppose your goal is to take a more active
interest in your family's activities. This means
spending more time with them, actually
conveying your interest and being a good
listener. Many people say they want to be more
involved with their family; they want to spend
more time with their son; they want to attend
their daughter's recital.

The reality for too many parents, however,
is much different. If they're lucky, they catch
the last ten minutes of the recital, spend a
scant three minutes per day actually listening
to their spouse, barely know their son, and so
on. Is any of this slightly familiar to you?

The key to pursuing goals in a variety of
areas is balance. Nowhere is this more clear than

in pursuit of family goals, because your family
members are more likely than others to let you
know when you're not upholding your word.
When ArWhen ArWhen ArWhen ArWhen Are e e e e WWWWWe Ge Ge Ge Ge Going to Going to Going to Going to Going to Get et et et et TherTherTherTherThere?e?e?e?e?
Another common goal area is family vacations.
How often would you like to go away with
your family? Once a year, twice a year, quarterly,
monthly, perhaps even bi weekly?

Suppose your goal is to take a extended
vacation of between three and six days
quarterly.

Perhaps during each of the eight other
months in which this time away is not taken,

you also seek to go on at least one weekend
venture.

Reaching this goal would involve a good
deal of planning   making reservations,
coordinating schedules, allocating funds,
ensuring that projects and tasks at work are
taken care of well in advance of departure
dates, and coordinating your children's
academic schedules and other responsibilities
accordingly.
FFFFFamily Dynamicsamily Dynamicsamily Dynamicsamily Dynamicsamily Dynamics
In many respects, how your family operates is
representative of how your life operates.

Do you want your children to greet you
enthusiastically when they come back from
visiting friends, or some after school activity?

- Jeff Davidson- Jeff Davidson- Jeff Davidson- Jeff Davidson- Jeff Davidson
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If they don't regularly do this, then you
might want set a goal of greeting them
daily, or at some other interval, with
open arms when you return from work
or time away.

Assuming that you've married the
right person, if he or she hasn't been
responsive lately, perhaps it's because you
haven't been communicative. In essence,
when you draw up a list of the things
that aren't necessarily ‘working’ in your
family, and hence those areas for which
you choose to establish goals, often what
you find is that your own behavior and
mindset are what.

Need to be changed first.
Modern psychology holds that you

can't change someone else's behavior. As
much as you think you can motivate and
inspire somebody to do something, all
you can do is plant the seed and hope
that it grows.

To influence another person, or more
specifically, to get someone to change, the
seeds of change or the desire to move have to
already reside in that person. Thus, it's a
tough task to get anybody else to revise his or
her approach to life.
Changes WithinChanges WithinChanges WithinChanges WithinChanges Within
You have nearly unlimited leeway when it

comes to making changes within. As you've
already learned, you have the opportunity at
any time to set goals unlike those you've ever
set before. You have the opportunity to set
goals that enable you to head in an entirely
new direction.

Denis Waitely, in The Psychology of

Winning, says that while you never
outgrow certain types of behaviors that
were established within you when you
were very young, you can uncover new
directions in which to move. Think of
yourself in a vice that leaves you very little
room for maneuvering. Trying to move left
or right is futile, but you can move up and
down quite freely due to the fashion in
which the vice is constructed.

Maybe you'll never be the type of
father who comes home at the end of the
day with boundless energy, all smiles and
hugs and ready to play with your children
until their bedtime.

However, even if you've been a stick in
the mud to this point, there's certainly some
room for you to expand your range of
behaviors with your children. Perhaps you
can play some of their favorite table games
with them. Perhaps you can engage in
riddles, storytelling, or something they
enjoy, and that will spark laughter and

mirth.
Jeff Davidson, MBA, CMC, is a popular

conference speaker and author of 28 books,
including Breathing Space (Feb 2000). For
books, videos, cassettes, or presentations, visit
http://www.BreathingSpace.com, FAX (919)
932-9982, or call (919) 932-1996.
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Has acting/dancing been a childhoodHas acting/dancing been a childhoodHas acting/dancing been a childhoodHas acting/dancing been a childhoodHas acting/dancing been a childhood
dream?dream?dream?dream?dream?
I’ve wanted to be an actress since I was eight
years old. When I was eight, I performed at a
local Indian dance competition in Dothan, Al.
I won the competition and won it three years
in a row. I think as a child I thought it was only
logical that I should become an actress since I
had seen bollywood actresses dance in the
movies. The dream continued to grow with
my parent’s support - I studied Theater and
Economics at Emory - and now here I am. 
Have you heard of LPS before now? If soHave you heard of LPS before now? If soHave you heard of LPS before now? If soHave you heard of LPS before now? If soHave you heard of LPS before now? If so
what is your take on LPS?what is your take on LPS?what is your take on LPS?what is your take on LPS?what is your take on LPS?
I have definitely heard of LPS - in fact I
performed at an LPS convention many years
ago where I performed a song from the
Bollywood movie Pardes. It’s my most
memorable performance yet - I must have
been 11 or 12 and I received a standing ovation.
It was an exhilarating experience.  I think the
LPS convention is a wonderful opportunity
to meet other fellow Leuva’s from all around
the country. It’s always wonderful to touch
base with people who have the same heritage. 
How important is family to you?How important is family to you?How important is family to you?How important is family to you?How important is family to you?
Well, I live in India now and my father flies
down once a month or once every two months
to see me. I speak to my mom, sister, or dad
once a day. Family is the core of your existence.
As children we tend to love our friends and
give them precedence over family, but as you
grow older and wiser, you realize that only
family will understand you on your grumpy

days, keep you grounded on your flying days
and laugh with you on your nonchalant days.
WWWWWould yould yould yould yould you be willing to speak to LPSou be willing to speak to LPSou be willing to speak to LPSou be willing to speak to LPSou be willing to speak to LPS
youth about your experiences?youth about your experiences?youth about your experiences?youth about your experiences?youth about your experiences?
I would love to speak to the LPS youth about
my experiences. I’ve learned a lot by staying in a
city like Mumbai. But the biggest thing I have
learned is to always stay close to your moral core.
First, recognize your values in life - they vary
from person to person, family to family-and then
stick to them. Second - nothing replaces a good,
solid education. As Americans you are blessed
enough to have a countless amount of
opportunities, so utilize them. Beyond the
educational system, it’s important to keep
educating yourself by reading, by working, by
challenging yourself to keep growing. 
How difficult was it for you to breakHow difficult was it for you to breakHow difficult was it for you to breakHow difficult was it for you to breakHow difficult was it for you to break
through – explain what you had to do?through – explain what you had to do?through – explain what you had to do?through – explain what you had to do?through – explain what you had to do?
Well I could write a book on this, but essentially
it was about maintaining faith in myself, when
I wasn’t getting any indication from my
environment that I was meant for this industry.
Any one who has ever succeeded in a field on
their own, like the many Leuva parents who
built a home and foundation in America, has
taken a leap of faith and believed they would
succeed. I’ve done the same. I’ve had many
many moments of disheartenment. I’ve cried
to my father, I’ve thought I was insane for
even trying to do something so gargantuan,
but I’m still here. Patience, Diligience and
Discipline- these are my mantras. 
Who keeps you grounded in the face ofWho keeps you grounded in the face ofWho keeps you grounded in the face ofWho keeps you grounded in the face ofWho keeps you grounded in the face of
stardom?stardom?stardom?stardom?stardom?
My mother. She has a wonderful ability to cut
through all the fluff and show you what the
reality of a situation is. I love and respect her
for that. Sometimes it’s nice to just walk on
hard, solid ground. 
Have you been back to your village inHave you been back to your village inHave you been back to your village inHave you been back to your village inHave you been back to your village in
Gujarat?  I f  so  share  some of  theGujarat?  I f  so  share  some of  theGujarat?  I f  so  share  some of  theGujarat?  I f  so  share  some of  theGujarat?  I f  so  share  some of  the
memorable experiences.memorable experiences.memorable experiences.memorable experiences.memorable experiences.
Yes, I go back all the time. My cousin’s wedding,
visiting relatives, etc. In fact I’m heading over to
my mom’s dad’s village next week. My
experiences are very similar to any other Leuva
American child. I love the cool air - the fresh
vegetables -the calming effects of the village.
While growing up in America did samajWhile growing up in America did samajWhile growing up in America did samajWhile growing up in America did samajWhile growing up in America did samaj
activities help your desire for acting/activities help your desire for acting/activities help your desire for acting/activities help your desire for acting/activities help your desire for acting/
dancing?dancing?dancing?dancing?dancing?
Yes. My performance at LPS and the Samaj
Cultural Activities are the sole reasons I believed
I had talent. The Samaj supported and
encouraged me and till date I have so many people
who constantly send their love and blessings. 
How did it feel to be on the big screenHow did it feel to be on the big screenHow did it feel to be on the big screenHow did it feel to be on the big screenHow did it feel to be on the big screen
with ywith ywith ywith ywith your first moour first moour first moour first moour first movie vie vie vie vie LetLetLetLetLet’’’’’s Ds Ds Ds Ds Dance?ance?ance?ance?ance?

Well - all I could say was - finally!! I’ve worked
hard for it. I believed it was the best possible
launch ever. Now I pray that I get an
opportunity to be even better with each film.
Who is the person you admire most bothWho is the person you admire most bothWho is the person you admire most bothWho is the person you admire most bothWho is the person you admire most both
in personal life and Bollywood ?in personal life and Bollywood ?in personal life and Bollywood ?in personal life and Bollywood ?in personal life and Bollywood ?
I admire my parents the most. My father for
his indomitable will, his faith in me, his broad
mind and large heart.  My mother for her frank
honesty, her unending support, her ability to
see to the core of a situation, and her
practicality. I don’t have any other role models.
Every time I think to admire someone else,
my parents transform once again and prove
that they are extraordinary human beings
fulfilling seemingly ordinary roles.
What are your greatest strengths?What are your greatest strengths?What are your greatest strengths?What are your greatest strengths?What are your greatest strengths?
My smile, my dancing talent, my belief that I
can do anything -accomplish anything, my
faith in God, and my parents.
Being in Bol lywood, not typical lyBeing in Bol lywood, not typical lyBeing in Bol lywood, not typical lyBeing in Bol lywood, not typical lyBeing in Bol lywood, not typical ly
associated as a Gassociated as a Gassociated as a Gassociated as a Gassociated as a Gujarati Leuvujarati Leuvujarati Leuvujarati Leuvujarati Leuvaaaaa’’’’’s drs drs drs drs dream,eam,eam,eam,eam,
what are the disadvantages and advantageswhat are the disadvantages and advantageswhat are the disadvantages and advantageswhat are the disadvantages and advantageswhat are the disadvantages and advantages
you are facing being in this industry?you are facing being in this industry?you are facing being in this industry?you are facing being in this industry?you are facing being in this industry?
I never think in disadvantages. I couldn’t really
count them on my fingers if you asked me. My
advantages are that my parents support me in
Mumbai financially, emotionally, and most of
the time, physically. I have created a wonderful
network of friends who pose as family when
my parents and sister and brother are not
around. I live in a wonderful home. I could go
on about the advantages. When you’re trying
to accomplish things you can never let all the
disadvantages  lurk in the corners of your mind,
because they’ll eventually show their true colors.
You have to fill your mind with your blessings,
your advantages so that God has better tools to
work with. 
As a woman, if you had to give one adviceAs a woman, if you had to give one adviceAs a woman, if you had to give one adviceAs a woman, if you had to give one adviceAs a woman, if you had to give one advice
as part of your learning experience foras part of your learning experience foras part of your learning experience foras part of your learning experience foras part of your learning experience for
reaching your dreams and aspirationsreaching your dreams and aspirationsreaching your dreams and aspirationsreaching your dreams and aspirationsreaching your dreams and aspirations
what would it be?what would it be?what would it be?what would it be?what would it be?
This is tough. I think it’s the same advice I’d
give males and females alike. Reach for the
moon and you may fall amongst the stars. But
once amongst the stars-enjoy the view. 
Do you think about marriage and havingDo you think about marriage and havingDo you think about marriage and havingDo you think about marriage and havingDo you think about marriage and having
your own family and when in life?your own family and when in life?your own family and when in life?your own family and when in life?your own family and when in life?
Yes. I do plan on getting married and having
children.  When and with whom is still very
much up in the air.
Give us a little background on you andGive us a little background on you andGive us a little background on you andGive us a little background on you andGive us a little background on you and
yyyyyour familyour familyour familyour familyour family.....
I’ve studied Theater and Economics at Emory
University in Atlanta, Ga. My father is a Doctor
and Hotel Owner. My mother is a Hotel Owner.
My younger sister is preparing for her CPA. 
And my brother is a sophomore at Emory.

The dancing tornadoThe dancing tornadoThe dancing tornadoThe dancing tornadoThe dancing tornado

NNNNNancy Pancy Pancy Pancy Pancy Patel and Satel and Satel and Satel and Satel and Shailesh Phailesh Phailesh Phailesh Phailesh Patelatelatelatelatel
discover that Bollywood actressdiscover that Bollywood actressdiscover that Bollywood actressdiscover that Bollywood actressdiscover that Bollywood actress
GGGGGayatri Payatri Payatri Payatri Payatri Patel is a ratel is a ratel is a ratel is a ratel is a regular Leuvegular Leuvegular Leuvegular Leuvegular Leuvaaaaa
with extraordinary talent...with extraordinary talent...with extraordinary talent...with extraordinary talent...with extraordinary talent...
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LPS member raises big bucks for templeLPS member raises big bucks for templeLPS member raises big bucks for templeLPS member raises big bucks for templeLPS member raises big bucks for temple

A MASSIVE temple project in
Brandon, Mississippi raised over
$500,000, thanks to the ingenuity

of one Leuva Patidar Samaj Member.
Leuva businessman Babu (Jerry) Patel

came up with the idea of a raffle to help fund
a new building and community center on the
temple grounds of the Hindu Temple Society
of Mississippi (HTSM).

In late August, a grand ‘Bollywood Night
and Dream Raffle’ gala at the Jackson Trade
Mart raised $582,000 for the temple.

‘We went door to door and spent an average
of 20 minutes in each house to sell the $250
raffle tickets,’ Jerry said. ‘To the families, giving
money to the temple was more important than
the possibility of winning the raffle prizes.’

Jerry and others from the society traveled
to 14 states - including the Carolinas, Virginia,
Alabama, Florida and California - to promote
the event, selling more than 140 tickets in a
single day. A total of 2,256 tickets were
purchased.

Sponsors were also eager to sign on,
including JTB Furniture ($10,000); Bhindi

It took the ingenuity of one Leuva toIt took the ingenuity of one Leuva toIt took the ingenuity of one Leuva toIt took the ingenuity of one Leuva toIt took the ingenuity of one Leuva to
rally hundreds for a good cause…rally hundreds for a good cause…rally hundreds for a good cause…rally hundreds for a good cause…rally hundreds for a good cause…

Jewelers ($2,500 worth of jewelry prizes);
Bailey Electric ($2,000); JS Capital
Construction of Michigan ($5,000) and Narty
Elrod of Lamar Advertising ($100,000-
$150,000 worth of billboard ads).

Lucky raffle winners received prizes such
as a new BMW, a Mercedes, A Carnival Cruise,
jewelry, a TV and home theater system and
other electronics. The winner of an LCD TV,
Jayesh Kumar of Hammond, LA, donated it
back to the temple.

Supporters showed up from different states

to see the winners drawn and enjoy the
Bollywood entertainment that included
Golden Voice of India winner, singer
Aishwarya Majumdar.

‘We expected 600 people and had almost
1,200 people show up,’ Patel said. ‘We ran
out of food and ended up ordering pizza, but
everyone had a good time.’

Jerry, who does not hold an office in the
Hindu Temple Society, was assisted by volunteer
team members Baldev bhai, Devendra Bhai,
Mulji Bhai, Kirti Desai and Anil Patel.

Organizers are already looking to plan
another event. ‘We’re excited and looking
forward to having another one within another
year or two,’ Jerry said. ‘I want to thank all the
people who bought tickets and the volunteers
who made the event possible.’

The Hindu Temple of Mississippi in
Brandon is the only temple in Mississippi, and
has been in existence since the early seventies.
It is a place of worship not only for Hindus
living in Mississippi but devotees from other
parts of the US as well.

The proceeds of the raffle will go towards
the completion of a new temple and
community centre, scheduled to open towards
the end of the year.

BBBBBabu (abu (abu (abu (abu (JJJJJerrerrerrerrerry) Py) Py) Py) Py) Patelatelatelatelatel
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TTTTThe he he he he VVVVValue of Balue of Balue of Balue of Balue of Balancealancealancealancealance
If you were to ask me for a single word that
describes something essential to all types of
success – in life, health, business, finance, and
relationships – that word would be ‘balance’.

When problems arise in a given sector of
our life, it’s often a sign that imbalance is present:
we’re exercising too much, or not enough. We’re
obsessing about a relationship, or ignoring it.
We’re mono-focused on work, or we’ve lost
professional passion. We’re being overly
generous with our time, money and other
resources, or we’ve gotten downright selfish.

We can then look across all these areas and
ask, is there a balance between them? Is my
career totally dialed in, at the expense of my
health which is currently getting a busy signal?
Are my personal relationships suffering at the
expense of the many hours I’m devoting to
charity work? Am I so focused on perfecting
my own life that I’m tuned out to what’s going
on around me – with my family, community
and the world at large?

Successfully doing this kind of broad
analysis requires a deep level of self-knowledge,
because you must know and be comfortable
with what ‘balanced’ is for you.

Each of us is wired differently, from our
values and priorities right down to our DNA.
So the significant amount of time and energy
one person devotes to, say, his very ambitious
fitness program – even if it cuts into the time
he has to devote to his career – may be perfectly
appropriate for him, and totally wrong for
someone else. The level of financial cushion it
takes to create peace of mind for one person
may be 10 times as much as it takes for less
money-focused or more risk-friendly person to
feel he or she is rolling in clover.

This is why it rarely works to compare our
lives, our bodies, our achievements with
anyone else’s. One person’s imbalance is
another person’s bliss.

Even if we’re passionately interested in one
thing, even if we’re determined to give ‘our
all’ to a certain area of our life during a given
time, we must still remember to be aware of
the long-term costs and potential collateral
damage – not just to our own lives, but to the
lives of those around us.

The quality of our lives is a reflection of the
investment we make in crafting them to our liking.
So if there’s something you don’t like, change it.
If there’s an imbalance in your life, correct it.
And if you haven’t given much thought to any
of this lately, by all means think about it.

WWWWWhy you need to movehy you need to movehy you need to movehy you need to movehy you need to move
from your seat to your feet!from your seat to your feet!from your seat to your feet!from your seat to your feet!from your seat to your feet!
We’re a nation that sits. We sit when we eat,
when we drive, when we watch TV, when we
use the computer and when we go to the
movies, ball games, concerts, you name it.

Except for the short intervals when we’re
waiting in line, shopping or on our way, say,
from the seat in our car to the seat at our desk,
we’re rarely on our feet. Add those hours of
sitting to the hours we’re lying down, and that
leaves precious little time when we’re in motion.

Even those conscientious people who take
a brisk 30-minute walk each day are off their
feet for most of the remaining 23 and a half
hours. And that’s not good for our waistlines,
our hearts or our blood sugar levels.

The idea is to get out of your chair. Maybe
you’re planning to go to the gym tonight. Or
take a brisk walk. Or to play some tennis or golf.

But what about the hours until then? While
you’re sitting at your desk, in your car, or in
front of the computer, your body may be busy
building and filling fat cells you don’t want.

Exercise – physical activity that’s designed
to keep you fit – is unquestionably good for
you. But for many of us, it’s not enough.

We found that chewing wads of gum uses
calories, but never said that people should chew
gum to lose weight. The point was that any
movement – even chewing – burns calories.
But those calories are nothing compared with
getting up on your legs and walking. As soon as
you’re up and walking at that one mile an hour,
you’re doubling your metabolic rate.

Walking, shopping or other movement not
meant as exercise – matters more than most
people realize. But it’s not the whole ball game.
When restaurants are serving 500-calorie
coffees, 500-calorie muffins and 600-calorie
sandwiches and when almost every Indian,
Mexican, Italian, Chinese, or other entrée has
at least 1000 calories, you can’t forget about
the food side of the equation.

And you can’t forget about the benefits of
moving more than one mile an hour. Studies
show that people who walk briskly (about
three miles an hour) for at least 30 minutes a
day have a lower risk of heart disease, diabetes,
stroke and colon cancer.

Exercise also boosts the immune system
and may help prevent dementia and
depression. Strength training can prevent
bone and muscle loss. That’s not too shabby.
So don’t just sit there, get up now and start
walking – Fatafit!

Wishing you all a
Happy Diwali & a
Prosperous Healthy
New Year!

Mayuri MuljiMayuri MuljiMayuri MuljiMayuri MuljiMayuri Mulji

Atlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, GeorgiaAtlanta, Georgia

MMMMMoong Doong Doong Doong Doong Dal Dal Dal Dal Dal Dahi ahi ahi ahi ahi WWWWWadasadasadasadasadas
Opt out of the traditional method of frying
dahi wadas with this protein-rich recipe.

½ cup moong dal (with skin)
2 green chillies
Pinch of asafetida (hing)
½ tsp bi-carb soda or fruit salt
2 cups fresh lowfat yogurt (Friendship

brand is excellent)
2 pinches roasted cumin powder (jeeru)
2 pinches red chilli powder
1 TB chopped coriander
Salt to taste

For the seasoning
½ tsp mustard seeds
3 or 4 pieces green chillies
1 ½ tsp oil
A pinch asafetida
Soak the moong dal for 3-4 hours. Drain.

Add green chillies and blend in a mixer with
very little water. Add the hing and bi-carb soda
and mix well. Heat a non-stick sandwich toaster
and spread one  teaspoon of the mixture in
each cavity. Close and heat. When ready, the
mixture will be toasted into pieces of triangular
shape. Take out toasts. Dip the toasts in water
for five minutes. Thereafter squeeze out the
water and arrange wadas on a plate. Beat
the yogurt with salt. To prepare the seasoning,
heat oil and fry the mustard seeds for half a
minute. Add green chillies and hing. Mix the
seasoning with the beaten yogurt

*Spread the yogurt over the wadas.
Sprinkle the jeeru, red chilli powder and
coriander on top and serve. If you like, also
sprinkle sweet & sour chutney (tamarind).

The wadas tastes just as good when they
are not soaked in water. They are great crispy
and hot with just some chutney. Great as an
appetizer too!

GGGGGift yift yift yift yift yourself health this Nourself health this Nourself health this Nourself health this Nourself health this Neeeeew w w w w YYYYYearearearearear
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The secrets to living a balanced lifeThe secrets to living a balanced lifeThe secrets to living a balanced lifeThe secrets to living a balanced lifeThe secrets to living a balanced life
PPPPPersonal  Gersonal  Gersonal  Gersonal  Gersonal  Goals :oa l s :oa l s :oa l s :oa l s :  Spiritual
growth, spending time with
family, time for yourself and
friends
Financial Goals:Financial Goals:Financial Goals:Financial Goals:Financial Goals: Go debt free,
contribute a set amount to savings
and increase income each year
Small Goals:Small Goals:Small Goals:Small Goals:Small Goals: Clean kitchen
drawers, take a course, volunteer

some time for your community
FFFFFar-Rar-Rar-Rar-Rar-Reaching Geaching Geaching Geaching Geaching Goals:oals:oals:oals:oals: Take classes in desired career, help others grow,
grow your business returns
VVVVVocational Gocational Gocational Gocational Gocational Goals:oals:oals:oals:oals: Outline a daily action plan, have a strong business/
career strategy, have a positive attitude at work, go above and beyond
duties, exceed customer expectations
Health Goals:Health Goals:Health Goals:Health Goals:Health Goals: Set an amount of time per day for exercise, eat a healthy
diet, eat out

The secrets to living a balanced lifeThe secrets to living a balanced lifeThe secrets to living a balanced lifeThe secrets to living a balanced lifeThe secrets to living a balanced life

How to achieve the goalsHow to achieve the goalsHow to achieve the goalsHow to achieve the goalsHow to achieve the goals
that have been set:that have been set:that have been set:that have been set:that have been set:

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. WWWWWrite dorite dorite dorite dorite down ywn ywn ywn ywn yourourourourour
goals:goals:goals:goals:goals:
In order to achieve your
goals it is not enough just
to have a vague idea but
it is critical to write them
down.

2. Make plans to achieve your goals:2. Make plans to achieve your goals:2. Make plans to achieve your goals:2. Make plans to achieve your goals:2. Make plans to achieve your goals:
For every
written goal you
need to
determine three
or four specific
actions that will
help you reach
that goal.
E x a m p l e :E x a m p l e :E x a m p l e :E x a m p l e :E x a m p l e :
Health Goals:
Lose 15lbs
1. I weigh
130lbs
2. I will eat
healthy and
nutritious foods and avoid fried foods
3. I will avoid eating out more than one time
a week
4. I will exercise 30 minutes three times a week

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. WWWWWororororork on those plans evk on those plans evk on those plans evk on those plans evk on those plans everererereryyyyyday:day:day:day:day:
Most goals cannot be achieved by sporadic
and occasional effort, but require daily
attention and action.

Current state of my lifeCurrent state of my lifeCurrent state of my lifeCurrent state of my lifeCurrent state of my life

% Work
% Sleep
% Family
% Social
% Time for me
%
% 
% 

Desired stateDesired stateDesired stateDesired stateDesired state
% Work
% Sleep
% Family
% Social
% Time for me
% 
% 
% 

Micro-actions forMicro-actions forMicro-actions forMicro-actions forMicro-actions for
a balanced lifea balanced lifea balanced lifea balanced lifea balanced life

1. Read quality books on a regular basis. Study
to stay abreast of developments in chosen
industry.
2. Write down personal and business goals
on a daily basis.
3. Live with positive expectations.
4. Take time to discover purpose in life and
enjoy the passion that drives the fulfillment
of that purpose.
5. Recognize and work from personal

strengths, all the while looking for ways to
improve daily work habits.
6. Be a great team player, fun to work with
and a source of encouragement to co-
workers, family and others that are a part
of your life.
7. Enjoy making healthy food choices,
exercising and commit to following a healthy
lifestyle.

8. Constantly learn and explore new ideas
and work methods, attend conferences and
seminars to improve skills and knowledge.
9. Prioritize activities at work and make
choices accordingly.
10. Continually remind yourself of your
purpose in life and let that purpose guide all
activities in achieving your short-term and
long-term goals.

SSSSStrtrtrtrtressed out and buressed out and buressed out and buressed out and buressed out and burnt out? nt out? nt out? nt out? nt out? TTTTTrrrrry our quick tips on balancing wory our quick tips on balancing wory our quick tips on balancing wory our quick tips on balancing wory our quick tips on balancing work and personal life, achieving goals and time management...k and personal life, achieving goals and time management...k and personal life, achieving goals and time management...k and personal life, achieving goals and time management...k and personal life, achieving goals and time management...

TTTTTips for successful balance of worips for successful balance of worips for successful balance of worips for successful balance of worips for successful balance of work and personal lifek and personal lifek and personal lifek and personal lifek and personal life

A plan of action for successA plan of action for successA plan of action for successA plan of action for successA plan of action for success

Let go of guilt:
be flexible

Create time for
yourself

Protect your
private time

Get organized
 and be flexible

Enjoy
family time

Achieve an
integrated life
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““±ÎÃ ‰Ê˝fiÌ Ë÷Ì I›Îfl◊Ì … ±ı¿ÀˇıÁ ⁄fi‰_ Ë÷_””
±ı¿ ±Ï¤fiıhÎÌ ±fiı ’Œ˘̋‹̋fl ÷flÌ¿ı ‹Îv_ K›ı› ‰‘

fiı ‰‘ ¿<Â‚÷Î±˘ ËÎ_Á· ¿fl‰Îfi_ flèÎ_ »ı... ‹_⁄¥ ±ÎT›Î
’»Ì ‹ıÓ 3 ¿J◊¿ ÏÂZÎ¿˘, 3 ›˘√ ÏÂZÎ¿˘ ÷◊Î 3 ÏËoÿÌ
ÏÂZÎ¿˘ ËıÃ‚ ÷Î·Ì‹ ·Ì‘Ì. ‹fiı ⁄ı ‰Ê̋ ’»Ì ±Î¬flı
¿J◊¿ ‹ÎÀı ÏÂZÎ¿ Ï‰…›lÌ «˙‘flÌ ‹Y›Î, ÏËoÿÌ ‹ÎÀı
ÏÂÏZÎ¿Î ‰ÌHÎÎ ‹Ëı÷Î ‹Y›Î, ÷◊Î ›˘√ ‹ÎÀı ÏÂZÎ¿
±ıŒÎ ‹Y›Î. ÷ı ÷‹Î‹ı ‹fiı ¬Ò⁄ ‹ÿÿ ¿flÌ »ı, ÷ı‹fi_
÷‹Î‹ ¿˙ÂS› ‹fiı ¤HÎÎT›_ »ı. ±·⁄kÎ, Ë_ Ë∞ ÷ı‹fiÌ
’ÎÁı◊Ì ÂÌ¬Ì flËÌ »\_. Ë_ ÷ı‹fiÎ◊Ì ¿ÿÌ ÿÒfl …¥ Â¿<_
fiËŸ. ËÎ≥V¿<·‹Î_◊Ì Ë_ Áı¿oÕ @·ÎÁ ÁÎ◊ı √̨ıF›±ıÀ ◊¥.
±ÎÀ·ÎLÀÎ F›˘Ï…̋›Î  ¬Î÷ı ±ı‹˘flÌ ›Ïfi‰ÁaÀÌ‹Î_ Ë_
¤HÎ‰Î √¥. ±ı‹˘flÌ ¬Î÷ı «ıË˘ŒfiÎ “◊̨Ì ÏÁVÀÁ̋”‹Î_
Á˙◊Ì fiÎfiÌ ⁄ıfifi˘ fl˘· ‹fiı ‹Y›˘. ±ÎÀ·ÎLÀÎfiÎ
¿ıÀ·Î¿ lıWÃ ±ı@Àfl˘fiÌ ÁÎ◊ı ‹fiı ¿Î‹ ¿fl‰Î ‹Y›_. ±ı
±fi¤‰◊Ì ‹Îfl˘ Ï‰¿ÎÁ ◊›˘. ±ı‹˘flÌ
¬Î÷ıfiÎ Á‹› ÿflÏ‹›Îfi Ë_ Ï‹Á ≥„LÕ›Î
F›˘Ï…̋›Î ∞÷Ì. Ï‹Á ≥„LÕ›Î ›±ıÁ±ıfiÌ
ËflÌŒÎ≥‹Î_ ‹ıÓ ¤Î√ ·Ì‘˘ ±fiı Ë_ ’̨◊‹
flfifl ±’ ⁄fiÌ. ’»Ì ‹Îflı ±Ï¤fi› ZÎıhÎı
±Î√‚ ‰‘‰Î ‹ÎÀı ‹_⁄¥ …¥ flËı‰_ ÷ı‰_
‹ÎflÎ ’Ïfl‰Îflı fiyÌ ¿›*. ‹_⁄¥‹Î_ ‹ıÓ
‰Ì÷Î‰ı·Î Á‹›fiı ¿ÎflHÎı ‹Îfl˘ CÎHÎ˘ Ï‰¿ÎÁ
◊›˘. ±Î ÿıÂfiı Ë_ Á‹∞ Â¿Ì. ±Ï¤fiıhÎÌ
⁄fi‰Î Ë_ ±ı¿ ÿıÂ‹Î_◊Ì ⁄ÌΩ ÿıÂ‹Î_ √¥.
‹Îv_ ‰‚Î_¿Ï⁄_ÿ ±ÎT›_ ó ‰ÌHÎÎ ‹Ëı÷Î,
ÏËLÿÌ ÏÕ¿Âfi ±fiı ±ı@ÀŸ√ ¿˘«, Ï‰…›lÌ
«˙‘flÌ, ‹ÎflÎ ¿◊¿ √v, ‹ÎflÎ Ï‰‰ı«¿, ±fiı
‹ÎflÎ ›˘√ÏÂZÎ¿ ±ıŒÎ... ±fiı ’»Ì ⁄‘_
⁄ÿ·Î›_ ! Ë‰ı ‹ÎflÌ ’̨◊‹ ÏŒS‹ “·ıÀ̊Á
ÕÎLÁ”fiı ±Îflı ±Î‰Ìfiı Ë_ ∂¤Ì »\_. fiıÂfi·
±ı‰˘ÕÛ Ï‰…ı÷Î ±ıÏÕÀfl ±ÎÏflŒ Âı¬ı ÷ıfiı ÕÎ›flı@Àfl
¿flÌ »ı. ±ı¿ »˘¿flÌ ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı ∞‰fi‹Î_ ¿ı‰Ì flÌ÷ı
‹Î√̋ÿÂ̋fi ±Î’ı »ı ÷ı Ï‰Êı ±Î ÏŒS‹ »ı. ÷ı‹Î_ ‹ıÓ Ω{,
ÏË’ Ë˘’, ÏŒS‹Ì, ¿J◊¿ ÷◊Î fiÀ‰ÎflÌ L≤I›˘ ¿›Î* »ı.

√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı·fi˘ ≥LÀflT› —
LPS — ±Ï¤fi› / L≤I› ±Î’fi_ ⁄Î‚’HÎfi_ V‰Mfi

flèÎ_ »ı ?
√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı· — Ë_ ±ÎÃ ‰Ê̋fiÌ Ë÷Ì I›Îfl◊Ì …

‹Îflı ±ı¿À̌ıÁ ⁄fi‰_ Ë÷_. F›Îflı Ë_ ±ÎÃ ‰Ê̋fiÌ Ë÷Ì
I›Îflı ‹_ıÓ Õ˘◊Îfi (Dothan), ±·⁄Î‹Î ¬Î÷ı ≥„LÕ›fi
ÕÎLÁ ¿˘Q’ÌÀÌÂfi‹Î_ ’flŒ˘‹̋ ¿›* Ë÷_. ±Î V’‘Î̋‹Î_ Ë_
∞÷Ì Ë÷Ì ±fiı Á÷÷ hÎHÎ ‰Ê̋ Á‘Ì ∞÷Ì Ë÷Ì. ±ı¿
⁄Î⁄÷ ÷flÌ¿ı ‹ıÓ ⁄˘·Ì‰ÕfiÌ ±ı¿VÀ̌ıÁ˘fiı ÏŒS‹‹Î_ L≤I›
¿fl÷Ì Ωı¥ Ë÷Ì I›Îflı ‹ıÓ ±ı¿À̌ıÁ ⁄fi‰Î Ï‰«Î›* Ë÷_.
‹Îv_ ±Î V‰Mfi ‹ÎflÎ_ ’ıflLÀ̊ÁfiÎ ÁË¿Îfl◊Ì Ï‰¿ÎÁ
’ÎQ›_. ‹ıÓ ±ı‹˘flÌ ¬Î÷ı ◊Ì›ıÀfl ±ı ≥¿˘fi˘Ï‹@Áfi˘
±P›ÎÁ ¿›˘̋ ±fiı Ë‰ı Ë_ ±ËŸ ’Ë Ó̆«Ì »\_.

LPS — ÷‹ı ’Ëı·Î_ LPS Ï‰Âı ÁÎ_¤Y›_ Â_ »ı ? Ωı
ÁÎ_¤Y›_ Ë˘› ÷˘ LPS Ï‰Âı Â_ ‹Îfi˘ »˘ ?

√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı· — «˘yÁ’HÎı ‹ıÓ LPS Ï‰Âı ÁÎ_¤Y›_
»ı. ‰ÎV÷‰‹Î_ ‹ıÓ CÎHÎÎ_ ‰Ê˘̋ ’Ëı·Î_ LPSfiÎ ¿L‰ıLÂfi‹Î_
“’flÿıÁ”fiÎ ±ı¿ √Ì÷ µ’fl ’flŒ˘‹̋ ¿›* Ë÷_. ÷ı ‹Îw_
Á˙◊Ì ‰‘ ›Îÿ√Îfl ’flŒ˘‹̋LÁ Ë÷_. ÷ı ‰¬÷ı Ë 11 ¿ı
12 ‰Ê̋fiÌ Ë˘¥Â ‹fiı VÀıgÕ√ ±˘‰ıÂfi ‹Y›_ Ë÷_. ±ı

±Îfi_ÿfi˘ ±fi¤‰ Ë÷ .̆ ‹fiı ·Î√ı »ı ¿ı ·ıµ‰Î ¿L‰ıLÂfi
±Î¬Î ÿıÂ‹Î_ ‰Á÷Î ·ıµ‰ÎfiÎ ⁄ÌΩ ÁP›˘fiı ‹‚‰ÎfiÌ
Á_ÿfl ÷¿ ’ÒflÌ ’ÎÕı »ı. ±ı¿ Áfl¬Ì ‰ÎflÁÎ√÷ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷
‘flÎ‰÷Î Á‹Î…fiÎ ·˘¿˘fiı ‹‚‰Îfi_ CÎb_ ÁÎv_ ·Î√ı »ı.

LPS :  ÷‹ÎflÎ ‹ÎÀı ¿<À<_⁄fi_ ‹Ëk‰ ¿ı‰_ »ı ?
√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı· — ±I›Îflı Ë_ ≥„LÕ›Î‹Î_ flË_ »\_.

‹ÎflÎ Ï’÷Î ÿfl ‹ÏËfiı ¿ı ÿfl ⁄ı ‹ÏËfiı ±ı¿‰Îfl ‹fiı
‹‚‰Î ∫ÏÕ›Î ±Î‰ı »ı. Ë_ Ïÿ‰Á‹Î_ ±ı¿‰Îfl ‹ÎflÎ_
‹˘‹ ÏÁVÀfl ±◊‰Î ÕıÕ ÁÎ◊ı ‰Î÷ ¿fl_ »\_.

±Î’HÎÎ ±„V÷I‰fi_ ¿ıLƒ … ¿<À<_⁄ Ë˘› »ı. ±ı¿
⁄Î‚¿ ÷flÌ¿ı ¿ÿÎ« ±Î’HÎfiı Ï‹hÎ˘ ‰‘ √‹÷Î Ë˘›
’fl_÷ F›Îflı ‹˘ÀÎ ±fiı ‰‘ ÂÎHÎÎ ◊¥±ı I›Îflı Á‹Ω›
»ı ¿ı ‹ÎhÎ ¿<À<_⁄ … ±Î’HÎÌ …wÏfl›Î÷˘fiı Á‹∞ Â¿ı »ı,
÷‹ÎflÎ µÕ‰ÎfiÎ Ïÿ‰Á˘‹Î_ ÷ı ÷‹fiı …‹Ìfi ÁflÁÎ flÎ¬Ì

Â¿ı »ı ±fiı µÿÎÁÌfiÎ Ïÿ‰Á˘‹Î_ ÷‹fiı
ËÁÎ‰Ì Â¿ı »ı.

LPS : LPSfiÎ ›‰Îfi˘fiı ÷‹ÎflÎ ±fi¤‰˘ Ï‰Êı
¿o¥ ¿ËıÂ ı̆ ?

√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı· — LPSfiÎ ›‰Îfi˘fiı …HÎÎ‰‰Îfi_ ¿ı
‹_⁄¥ …ı‰Î ÂËıfl‹Î_ flËÌfiı Ë_ CÎb_ ÂÌ¬Ì »\_. ’HÎ Á˙◊Ì
‹˘ÀÌ ⁄Î⁄÷ ±ı ÂÌ¬Ì ¿ı ±Î’HÎı Ëo‹ıÂÎ_ fiÌÏ÷-
«ÎÏflhÎfiı ÁÎ«‰Ìfiı flËı‰_ Ωı¥±ı. Á˙ ’̨◊‹, ±Î’HÎı
∞‰fifiÎ ‹ÒS›˘fiı Á‹∞ ·ı‰Î_ Ωı¥±ı. ÷ı ÿflı¿ T›Ï@÷-
T›„@÷ ÿÌÃ ±fiı ¿<À<_⁄ - ¿<Ào⁄ ÿÌÃ ±·√ Ë˘› »ı. ±Î
‹ÒS›˘fiı ±Î’HÎı ‰‚√Ì flËı‰_ Ωı¥±ı. ⁄Ì…\_ ÁÎflÎ ±fiı
Á˘Ï·Õ ±ıF›¿ıÂfifi˘ ¿˘¥ Ï‰¿S’ fi◊Ì. ±ı¿
±‹ıÏfl¿fi ÷flÌ¿ı ÷‹ÎflÎ ’ÎÁı ¿˘·ı… ‰√ıflı‹Î_ ÏÂZÎHÎ
‹ı‚‰‰ÎfiÌ Á_A›Î⁄_‘ ÷¿˘ »ı. ±Î ÷¿˘fi˘ µ’›˘√
¿fl˘. ÏÂZÎHÎ T›‰V◊Î µ’flÎ_÷ ‰Î_«fi ±fiı ‰¿`√ ¶ÎflÎ
ÏÂZÎHÎ ‹ı‚‰‰_ ’HÎ ‹Ëk‰fi_ »ı.

LPS : ÷‹ÎflÎ ‹ÎÀı ±Î√‚ ‰‘‰_ ¿ıÀ·_ ‹U¿ı·
Ë÷_ ? ÷‹Îflı Â_ ¿fl‰_ ’Õu_ Ë÷_. ÷ı Á‹Ω‰˘.

√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı· — ÷ı ±_√ı ÷˘ ±Î¬_ ’V÷¿ ·¬Ì
Â¿Î›. ’fl_÷ ‹Ëk‰fiÌ ‰Î÷ ±ı »ı ¿ı ‹ıÓ ‹ÎflÎ ’˘÷ÎfiÎ‹Î_
Ï‰rÎÁ Ω‚‰Ì flÎA›˘. ±Î πÕVÀ̌Ì‹Î_ ‹Îfl˘ Á‹Î‰ıÂ
◊¥ Â¿Âı ÷ı‰˘ ¿˘¥ ÏfiÿıÂ̋ fiË˘÷˘ ‹Y›˘ I›Îflı ’HÎ ‹ıÓ
‹ÎflÎ‹Î_ Ï‰rÎÁ Ω‚‰Ì flÎA›˘ Ë÷˘. CÎHÎÎ_ ·ıµ‰Î
’ıflLÀ̊Á ±‹ıÏfl¿Î‹Î_ ±ÎT›Î ±fiı ’˘÷ÎfiÌ Ω÷ı ÁŒ‚
⁄L›Î I›Îflı ÷ı‹HÎı ’˘÷ÎfiÎ‹Î_ Ï‰rÎÁ Ω‚‰Ì flÎA›˘

Ë÷˘ ÷ı … flÌ÷ı ‹ıÓ ’HÎ ¿›* ÏfiflÎÂÎfiÌ CÎHÎÌ ’‚˘
±Î‰Ì. Ë_ ’HÎ ‹ÎflÎ Ï’÷Î Á‹ZÎ flÕÌ Ë÷Ì. ÷ı ‰¬÷ı
‹fiı ·ÎB›_ Ë÷_ ¿ı flÎZÎÁ ÁÎ◊ı fl‹÷ ¿flÌfiı ‹ıÓ fi›* √Î_Õ’HÎ
±Î«›* »ı. ’fl_÷ ÷ı‹ »÷Î_ Ë_ ±ËŸ »\_. ‘Ìfl…, ¬_÷
±fiı ÏÂV÷ ó ±ıı ‹ÎflÎ ‹_hÎ »ı.

LPS : ÷‹ÎflÌ Á˙ ’̨◊‹ ‹‰Ì ““Let’s Dance””
¶ÎflÎ ⁄Ì√ VøÌfi µ’fl ±ÎT›Î ’»Ì ÷‹fiı ¿ı‰Ì ·Î√HÎÌ
◊Î› »ı ?

√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı· — ‰ı·, ±Î¬flı Ë_ ±ıÀ·_ … ¿ËÌ Â¿<_
¿ı ó ËıËı !! ‹ıÓ ÷ıfiÎ ‹ÎÀı CÎHÎÌ ‹Ëıfi÷ ¿flÌ Ë÷Ì. Ë_
‹Îfi_ »\_ ¿ı ÷ı Â@› ÷ıÀ·Ì lıWÃ Âw±Î÷ Ë÷Ì. Ë‰ı Ë_
’̨Î◊̋fiÎ ¿v_ »\_ ¿ı ÿflı¿ fi‰Ì ÏŒS‹ ÁÎ◊ı ‹fiı ‰‘ ÁÎflÌ
÷¿ ‹‚ı.

LPS : ÷‹ÎflÌ T›„@÷√÷ ·Î≥Œ ±fiı
⁄˘·Ì‰ÒÕ‹Î_ ÷‹ı ¿¥ T›„@÷fi˘ ±Îÿfl ¿fl˘ »˘ ?

√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı·— Ë_ ‹ÎflÎ_ ’ıflLÀ̊Áfi˘ Á˙◊Ì
‰‘ ±Îÿfl ¿v_ »\_. ‹ÎflÎ Ï’÷Îfi˘ ÷ı‹fiÌ
±HÎfi‹ ≥E»ÎÂÏ@÷fiı ¿ÎflHÎı ‹ÎflÎÎ‹_ ÷ı‹HÎı
‹Ò¿ı·Î Ï‰rÎÁfiı ¿ÎflHÎı, ÷ı‹fiÎ ‹˘ÀÎ ‹fi ±fiı
Ï‰ÂÎ‚ xÿ›fiı ¿ÎflHÎı ±Îÿfl ¿v_ »\_. ‹ÎflÎ_
‹Î÷ÎfiÌ Ï‹hÎ÷Î¤flÌ ’˛‹ÎÏHÎ¿÷Î, ÷ı‹fi˘
Á÷÷ ‹‚÷˘ Àı¿˘, ¿˘¥’HÎ ’̨‹ÎÏHÎ¿÷Î, ÷ı‹fi˘
Á÷÷ ‹‚÷˘ Àı¿˘, ¿˘¥’HÎ ’ÏflÏV◊Ï÷fiı
’Ë Ó̆«Ì ‰‚‰ÎfiÌ ÷ı‹fiÌ ZÎ‹÷Î ±fiı ÷ı‹fiÌ
T›‰ËÎÏfl¿÷Îfiı ¿ÎflHÎı ÷ı‹fi˘ ±Îÿfl ¿v_ »\_.
‹ÎflÎ ¿˘¥ ⁄ÌΩ fl˘· ‹˘Õı· fi◊Ì.

LPS : ÷‹ÎflÌ Á˙◊Ì ‰‘ Â„@÷ Âı‹Î_ »ı ?
√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı· — ±ÎË ó ‹Îv_ „V‹÷,

‹ÎflÌ ÕÎ„LÁ_√ Àı·LÀ, ‹Îfl˘ Ï‰rÎÁ ¿ı Ë_ ¿o¥’HÎ
¿flÌ Â¿<_ »\_, ¿˘¥’HÎ ¿Î›̋ ’ÒHÎ̋ ¿flÌ Â¿<_ »\_, ‹Îfl˘ ¥rfl‹Î_
Ï‰ÔrÎÁ ±fiı ‹ÎflÎ_ ’ıflLÀ̊Á‹Î_ Ï‰rÎÁ ±ı ‹ÎflÌ Á˙◊Ì
‹˘ÀÌ Â„@÷ »ı.

LPS : ±ı¿ jÎÌ ÷flÌ¿ı ÷‹Îv_ V‰Mfi ÁÎ¿Îfl ¿fl‰Î
…÷Î_ ÷‹fiı ‹‚ı·Î ±fi¤‰˘‹Î_◊Ì ÂÌ¬Ìfiı ¿˘¥ Á·ÎË
±Î’‰ÎfiÌ Ë˘› ÷˘ Â_ Á·ÎË ±Î’˘ ?

√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı· — Ëo±... ±ı¿ jÎÌ ÷flÌ¿ı ÷ı ¿’v_
»ı. ’vÊ˘ ±fiı jÎÌ±˘fiı Ë_ ±ı¿ Áfl¬Ì Á·ÎË ±Î’Ì
Â¿<_. «Î_ÿ ‹ı‚‰‰Îfi˘ ’˛›Ifi ¿fl˘ ±fiı Ωı ÷‹ı
÷ÎflÎfiÎ Á‹ÒË ‰E«ı  ’ÕuÎ ÷˘ ’HÎ ÷ÎflÎfiÎ Á‹ÒËfi˘
fiΩfl˘ Ωı‰Îfi˘ ±Îfi_ÿ ‹ÎHÎΩı. ÷‹ı ·Bfi Ï‰Êı ±fiı
÷‹Îv_ ’˘÷Îfi_ ¿<À<_⁄ Ë˘› ÷ı Ï‰Êı Ï‰«Îfl˘ »˘ ?
∞‰fi‹Î_ ÷ı ·Bfi @›Îflı ¿flÂ˘ ?

LPS — ÷‹ı ·Bfi Ï‰Êı ±fiı ÷‹Îv_ ’˘÷Îfi_ ¿<Ào⁄
Ë˘› ÷ı Ï‰Êı Ï‰«Îfl˘ »˘ ? ·Bfi @›Îflı ¿flÂ˘ ?

√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı· — ËÎ. Ë_ ·Bfi ¿fl‰Î ±fiı ‹ÎflÎ_
’˘÷ÎfiÎ_ ⁄Î‚¿˘ ‹ÎÀı Ï‰«Îv_ »\_. ’fl_÷ @›Îflı ±fiı
¿˘fiÎ ÁÎ◊ı ÷ı ‰Î÷ Ë…\ Ë‰Î‹Î_ … »ı... Ëı Ëı...?

LPS — ÷‹ÎflÎ ±fiı ÷‹ÎflÎ ¿<Ào⁄ Ï‰Êı ¿o¥¿ ¿Ë˘.
√Î›hÎÌ ’Àı· — ‹ıÓ ±ÎÀ·Î_ÀÎfiÌ ±ı‹˘flÌ

›Ïfi‰ÁaÀÌ‹Î_◊Ì ◊Ì›ıÀfl ±fiı ≥¿˘fi˘Ï‹@Áfi˘
±P›ÎÁ ¿›˘̋ »ı. ‹ÎflÎ Ï’÷Î Õ˘@Àfl ±fiı Ë˘Àı· ‹ÎÏ·¿
»ı. ‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Î Ë˘Àı· ‹ÎÏ·¿ »ı. ‹ÎflÌ fiÎfiÌ ⁄Ëıfi
CPAfiÌ ÷̂›ÎflÌ ¿flı »ı ±fiı ‹Îfl˘ ¤Î¥ ±ı‹˘flÌfi˘
⁄ÌΩ ‰Ê̋fi˘ Ï‰zÎ◊a »ı.
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»ıS·Î_ «Îfl ‰Ê˝◊Ì Ë_ lÌ Ï’fiÎ¿Ìfi ’Àı· ÷◊Î
÷ı‹fiÎ ’Ïfl‰Îflfiı ±˘‚¬_ »\_. ‹Ò‚ √…flÎ÷fiÎ
Ï’fiÎ¿Ìfi ±Î∞‰fi Ë˘Àı· ⁄Ì{fiıÁ‹Î_ »ı, ÷ı‹HÎı
⁄Ì{fiıÁ‹Î_ ÁŒ‚÷Î ‹ı‚‰Ì »ı. √…flÎ÷Ì Á‹Î…
÷ı‹… ⁄Ì{fiıÁ Á¿Û·‹Î_ ÷ı‹fi_ ‹Îfi »ı. ÷ı‹fiı ⁄ı
’hÎ˘ »ı - 10 ‰Ê˝fi˘ ÁÎ…fi ÷◊Î 12 ‰Ê˝fi˘ ÿı‰˘fi.
ÁÎ…fi ÷Ì‰˛ ±˘ÀÌ{‹◊Ì √˛V÷ »ı. ÿı‰˘fi ÷ıfiÌ
™‹flfiÎ ’˛‹ÎHÎ‹Î_ ±I›_÷ ⁄Ï©ÂÎ‚Ì »ı. ÷ı ÷ıfiÎ
Ï’÷Îfiı ’√·ı ±Î√‚ ‰‘Ì Ï’÷Îfi_ V◊Îfi ’˛ÎÅ
¿flÌ ÁŒ‚ ‰ı’ÎflÌ ⁄fiÂı.

±˘¿·ÎË˘‹Î VÀıÀ‹Î_ Ï’fiÎ¿Ìfi ±fiı¿ ‹SÀÌ-
Ï‹Ï·›fi Õ˘·fl Ë˘Àı·˘ Âw ¿fl‰ÎfiÌ ’˛Ïø›Î ¿flı
»ı. ±Î ’˛˘…ı@À˘ ‹ÎÀıfiÎ ’ı’fl‰¿Û ÷◊Î ±fiı
‹ÌÀŸ√˘‹Î_ ÷ı ¬Ò_’ı·Î flËı »ı. ’IfiÌ ÏÂS’Î ÁÎ◊ı ÷ı
’˘÷ı ’HÎ ±ı¿ ‹˘Àı· «·Î‰ı »ı, ÷ı ÷ıfiÎ_ ‹ÎÏ·¿
’HÎ »ı. Ï’fiÎ¿Ìfifiı ’˘÷Îfiı ‹ÎÀı ¬Ò⁄ ±˘»˘ ±_√÷
Á‹› ‹‚ı »ı. ÁÎ◊Ì Ë˘ÀıÏ·›fl˘ ÷◊Î Ï‹hÎ˘fiı ‹ÿÿ
¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı Ï’fiÎ¿Ìfi Ëo‹ıÂÎ Á‹› ŒÎ‚‰Âı. ÷ıfiÌ
¬⁄fl »ı. ±ÎË˘‰Î (±ıÏÂ›fi ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Ë˘Àı·
±˘fiÁ̋ ±ıÁ˘ÏÁ›ıÂfi)fiÎ ÁıLÀ̌· Ï‹Õ‰ıVÀ Ïfl…fi·
ÕÎ›flı@Àfl ÷flÌ¿ı ÷ı±˘fiı ‹÷ ‹Y›Î Ë÷Î. ⁄ÌΩ Ë˘Àı·-
‹ÎÏ·¿˘fiı ’˘÷ÎfiÎ ÕËÎ’HÎfi˘ ·Î¤ ±Î’‰Î ⁄ÿ·
÷◊Î Á‹› ŒÎ‚‰‰Î ⁄ÿ· ÷ı √˙fl‰ ±fi¤‰ı »ı.

⁄ÌΩ_ ⁄Î‚¿˘fiÌ ‹ÎŒ¿ ¥E»Î±˘ ±fiı
…wÏfl›Î÷˘ T›@÷ ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ÷ı‹fi˘ fiÎfi˘ ’hÎ
ÁÎ…fi ÂOÿ˘◊Ì ¿Q›Ïfi¿ıÀ ¿flÌ Â¿÷˘ fi◊Ì. ±ıfiÎ
ÂOÿ ¤_Õ˘‚‹Î_ ÏfiflÎÂÎ T›@÷ ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ÂOÿ˘
fi◊Ì, ’HÎ ÷ı Ωıfl◊Ì «ÌÁ˘ ’ÎÕı »ı. ÷◊Î ±Îfi_ÿfiı
T›@÷ ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı Ï¬·Ï¬·ÎÀ ÷ı‹… ¬Õ¬ÕÎÀ
ËÎV› ¿flı »ı. ’˘÷ÎfiÌ ÿÏfi›Î‹Î_ ÷ı «÷fl »ı, ⁄ÌΩ_
ÁÎ‹ÎL› ⁄Î‚¿˘ …ı‰˘ »ı. ±ı ΩHÎı »ı ¿ı, ÷ıfiı Â_
Ωı¥±ı »ı, ’fl_÷ ÷ı ÂOÿ˘◊Ì ’˘÷ÎfiÌ ¥E»Î T›@÷
¿flÌ Â¿÷˘ fi◊Ì. ÷ı ÿ˘ÕÎÿ˘ÕÌ ¿flÌfiı, ÷˘ŒÎfi˘ ¿flÌfiı
’˘÷ÎfiÌ ¥E»Î±˘ ’˛√À ¿flı »ı. ÿÏfi›Îfiı ÷ı ±Î’HÎÎ
¿fl÷Î_ …\ÿÌ flÌ÷ı …\±ı »ı. ±Î’HÎı ÁÎ‹ÎÏ…¿
T›‰ËÎfl˘ ÂÌA›Î_ »Ì±ı. ±˘ÀÌ{‹◊Ì ’ÌÕÎ÷Î_
⁄Î‚¿˘‹Î_ ÁËÎfi¤ÒÏ÷ ÷◊Î V‰ÿ˘ÊfiÌ ¤Î‰fiÎ±˘fi˘
±¤Î‰ Ë˘› »ı, ÷ı‹fiı ‹ÎhÎ ’˘÷ÎfiÌ … Ï«_÷Î
Ë˘› »ı.

±ı ÷‹Îfl˘ ËÎ◊ ’¿ÕÌ ·¥fiı, ±ıfiı …ı Ωı¥÷_
Ë˘› I›Î_ Á‘Ì ÷‹fiı ¬ıÓ«Ìfiı ·¥ …¥fiı ÷ıfiÌ
…wÏfl›Î÷ …HÎÎ‰ı »ı. ±ı ’Î‰fl ¿˘ÕÛ{ ¿Î’Ì fiÎ
fiÎ_¬ı, ‘Î÷fiÎ_ ‰ÎÁHÎ˘ ‹Î¥ø˘‰ı‰‹Î_ fiÎ ‹Ò¿Ì ÿı,
ÕÌÂ Á˘’ ¿ÎœÌfiı ÷ı flÁ˘ÕÎfiÌ ¤˘Ó› ’fl Œı·Î‰Ì fi
ÿı, ÷ı K›Îfi flÎ¬‰Î ‹ÎÀı ÷ıfiÌ µ’fl Á÷÷ fi…fl
flÎ¬‰Ì ’Õı »ı. ±ı fiËÎ÷˘ Ë˘› I›Îflı … ÂÎ_÷ flËı
»ı. fiËÎ‰_ ±ı ÷ıfiÌ ±ı¿ Ï’˛› ’˛T≤ÏkÎ »ı. ÷ıfiÎ
fiËÎ‰Î◊Ì ÷ıfiÌ ‹Î÷Î, Ï’÷Îfiı ÷ıfiÌ ’Î»‚ ÿ˘ÕÎÿ˘Õ
¿fl‰Î‹Î_◊Ì ⁄ı CÎÕÌ …flÎ rÎÁ ¬Î‰Îfi˘ Á‹› ‹‚Ì
Â¿ı »ı. ±fiı ±ıÀ·˘ Á‹› ÷ıfiı ÷˘ŒÎfi ¿fl÷˘, CÎflfiı
fi¿ÁÎfi ¿fl÷˘ ±À¿Î‰‰ÎfiÌ …‰Î⁄ÿÎflÌ‹Î_◊Ì
flÎË÷ ‹‚ı »ı. ÷ıfiÌ ‹Î÷Î ÏÂS’Î fl˘… Á‰Îfl◊Ì

±˘¿·ÎË˘‹ÎfiÎ ’ÌfiÎ¿Ìfi ’Àı·fi˘ ±˘ÀÌ{‹ ±_√ıfi˘ ±ÎÏÀÛ¿·

ÁÎ_… ±Î ¿Î‹√ÌflÌ Á_¤Î‚÷Ì Ë˘‰Î◊Ì ‹ÎflÌ fi…flı
ÏÂS’Î Á˙◊Ì Â„@÷ÂÎ‚Ì ‹ÏË·Î±˘‹Î_◊Ì ±ı¿ »ı.

±˘ÀÌVÀÌ¿ ⁄Î‚¿fiı µ»ıfl‰ÎfiÌ …‰Î⁄ÿÎflÌfi˘
¤Îfl fiÎHÎÎ¿Ì› flÌ÷ı ÷ı‹… ·Î√HÎÌfiÎ t„WÀ¿˘HÎ◊Ì
¤Îflı ’Õı »ı. fl˘Ï…_ÿÎ ÏfiI›¿‹˝ ±Î’HÎı ‹ÎÀı ¤·ı
ÁÎ‰ ÁÎ‹ÎL› Ë˘›, ’fl_÷ ±Î ’Ïfl‰Îfl ‹ÎÀı ÷ı
ÁÎ‹ÎL› fi◊Ì Ë˘÷Î_, ±Î ’Ïfl‰Îfl Ï‹hÎ˘fiı …‹ÎÕ‰Î
‹ÎÀı ±Î‹_hÎHÎ ±Î’Ì Â@÷˘ fi◊Ì, ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı, ÁÎ…fifiı
fiÎèÎÎ ’»Ì fiBfi ËÎ·÷‹Î_ CÎfl‹Î_ ÿ˘ÕÎÿ˘Õ ¿fl‰ÎfiÌ
±Îÿ÷ »ı. ±Î‹_ÏhÎ÷ Ï‹hÎ˘ ÁÎ◊ı ‰Î÷Î˝·Î’ ¿fl‰Î
’HÎ ‹U¿ı· »ı. ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı, ÁÎ…fi Ωı Ë÷ÎÂ ◊Î› ÷˘
«ÌÁÎ«ÌÁ ‹«Î‰ı »ı.

‘Ìfl…fi˘ ÁÎ…fi‹Î_ ÷tfi ±¤Î‰ »ı. ÷ı◊Ì ÷ı
¤ÒA›˘ ◊÷Î_ ÷ıfiı ÷I¿Î‚ … ¬˘flÎ¿ Ωı¥±ı »ı.
‘Îfl˘ ¿ı V’√ı÷Ì ¬Î‰ÎfiÌ Ë˘› ÷˘, ÷ıfiı ¿Î«Ì ¬Î¥
Â¿Î÷Ì fi◊Ì, ÷ıfiı flÎ_‘‰Ì ’Õı »ı. ’fl_÷ ÷ı fl_‘Î¥
flËı I›Î_ Á‘Ì ÷ı ‘Ìfl… flÎ¬Ì Â¿÷˘ fi◊Ì. ¿˙À<_Ï⁄¿
‹ı‚Î‰ÕÎ‹Î _ ÷ıfiÎ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î‹Î_◊Ì ±ı¿ …HÎ ı
√ıflËÎ…fl flËÌ CÎflı flËı‰_ ’Õı »ı ±fiı ÁÎ…fi ’fl
Á÷÷ fi…fl flÎ¬‰Ì ’Õı »ı. ÁÎ‹ÎÏ…¿ ‹ı‚Î‰ÕÎ‹Î_
ÁÎ…fifiı ·¥ …¥ Â¿Î› fiËŸ ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı, ÷ı ÷˘ I›Î_
ÿ˘ÕÎÿ˘Õ ‹«Î‰ı ±fiı ÷ıfiı ¿Î⁄Ò‹Î_ ·ı‰˘ ‹U¿ı· ⁄fiı.
ÁÎ‹ÎÏ…¿ V‰Ì¿Ú÷ T›‰ËÎflfiÎ fiÌÏ÷-Ïfi›‹˘ ÷ı
Á‹∞ Â¿÷˘ fi◊Ì. ⁄ËÎfl ÕÌfifl ·ı‰Îfi˘ ’˛Á_√
∂¤˘ ◊÷Î_ ÁÎ…fifiı ÷I¿Î‚ ¤˘…fi ¬‰ÕÎ‰‰_
’Õı »ı. ±ı ¬Î¥ ·Ì‘Î ’»Ì ’HÎ ÂÎ_÷ ⁄ıÁ÷˘
fi◊Ì. ¤˘…fi ±Îfl˘√÷Î ⁄ÌΩ ·˘¿˘fiı ÷ı ¿fiÕı »ı.
÷ı◊Ì ±ı ‰ı‚Î ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î‹Î_◊Ì ±ı¿ …HÎı ÁÎ…fifiı
·¥ ◊˘Õı ÿÒfl …¥ ⁄ıÁ‰_ ’Õı »ı. ±fiı ’˘÷Îfi_ ÕÌfifl
’HÎ I›Î_ … ·¥ …¥ ±Îfl˘√‰_ ’Õı »ı. …ı◊Ì ⁄ÌΩ
¿<À<_⁄Ì…fi˘ ±fiı ›…‹Îfi˘fiı ¬·ı· ’Ë˘Ó«ı fiËŸ
÷◊Î ÂÎ_Ï÷◊Ì ¬Î‰Î ‹‚ı.

Ï‹hÎ˘, ’Ïfl‰Îfl ±fiı Á_⁄_‘Ì±˘ Á‹∞ Â¿÷Î
fi◊Ì ¿ı ±˘ÀÌ{‹ Â_ »ı ? ⁄Î‚¿fiÎ ’Ïfl‰Îfl ’fl
÷ıfiÌ ±Áfl˘ Â_ ’Õı »ı. ±Î fl˘√fiı ¿ÎflHÎı ⁄Î‚¿fiÎ

’Ïfl‰Îfl ’fl ·Î√÷˘ ÕÎCÎ ÁËfi ¿fl‰˘ ±ÁèÎ ⁄fiı
»ı. ’Ïfl‰Îfl ’˘÷ı ±ı¿·˘±À>·˘ ’ÕÌ √›˘ ±ı‰_
‹ËıÁÒÁ ¿flı »ı. ⁄Î‚¿fiı F›Îflı ¿˘¥ V‰Ì¿Î›˝ fl˘√
◊Î› I›Îflı Ï‹hÎ˘ ÷ı ⁄Î‚¿fiÌ ÁÎfl‰Îfl ·ı‰Î ‹ÎÀı
¿<À<_⁄fiı ‹ÿÿ ¿fl‰Î ÿ˘ÕÌ ±Î‰ı  »ı. ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı,
⁄Î‚¿fiÌ ‹Î_ÿ√Ì Á‹∞ Â¿Î› ÷ı‰Ì Ë˘› »ı, ÷ı
ÁÎ‹ÎL› ‹Î_ÿ√Ì √HÎÎ› »ı. ’fl_÷ ±˘ÀÌ{‹◊Ì ·˘¿˘
Õflı »ı, ·˘¿˘ ’Ò»ı »ı, “Â_ ÷¿·ÌŒ »ı ? ±ı ÂÎ ‹ÎÀı
⁄˘·Ì Â¿÷˘ fi◊Ì, ÁÎ_¤‚Ì Â¿÷˘ fi◊Ì, ÷‹ı ÷ıfiÌ
∞¤ ±fiı √‚ÎfiÌ ÿÎ@÷flÌ ÷’ÎÁ ¿flÎ‰Ì ¬flÌ ?”
·˘¿˘ ±ı Ë¿Ì¿÷ Á‹∞ Â¿÷Î fi◊Ì ¿ı, ±Î
‹Î _ÿ√Ì‹Î _  ’À¿Î› ı· ⁄Î‚¿ Õ ı‰·’‹ıLÀ·
ÏÕ{ı⁄ÌÏ·ÀÌ (Ï‰¿ÎÁ ¿fl‰ÎfiÌ ZÎ‹÷Îfi˘ ±¤Î‰)
‘flÎ‰ı »ı. ±Î fl˘√fiÎ_ ·ZÎHÎ˘fiÌ ‹_ÿ◊Ì ÷Ì‰˛ Á‘ÌfiÌ
Á‹√˛ lıHÎÌ Ωı‰Î ‹‚ı »ı.

÷ıfiÎ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î ¿˙À<_Ï⁄¿ ‹ı‚Î‰ÕÎ‹Î_ ¿ı Ï‹hÎ˘
ÁÎ◊ıfiÌ ¿˘¥ ⁄ıÃ¿‹Î_ ¤Î√ ·ı‰Î √›Î Ë˘› I›Îflı
‹ıÓ ’˘÷ı ’HÎ ÷ıfiÌ Á_¤Î‚ ·Ì‘Ì »ı. ±fi¤‰◊Ì ‹fiı
±ı‰_ Á‹Ω›_ »ı ¿ı, “÷ıfiÎ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î √Î_ÕÎ ◊¥
√›Î Ï‰fiÎ ÷ıfiÌ 24 ¿·Î¿ fl˘… Á_¤Î‚ ¿ı‰Ì flÌ÷ı
·¥ Â¿ı »ı ?”

÷ıfiı ¿˘¥ Õı„LÀVÀ ’ÎÁı ·¥ …‰ÎfiÌ Ïø›Î ’HÎ
±I›_÷ ¬«Î˝‚, Á‹›fi˘ ¤˘√ ·ıfiÎflÌ ±fiı @›Îflı¿
Ωı¬‹Ì ±fiı »ı. ÷ıfiı ¿Î⁄Ò‹Î_ flÎ¬‰˘ ’Õı »ı, ÂÎ_÷
flÎ¬‰˘ ’Õı »ı, ÷ıfiı ÿÿ˝ ◊Î› ÷˘ ÷ı ’»Ì ⁄˘·Ìfiı
…HÎÎ‰Ì Â¿÷˘ fi◊Ì. ÷ıfiı ‹ÎÀı ¥‹…˝LÁÌ w‹fiÌ
‹·Î¿Î÷˘ ’HÎ CÎHÎÌ ÁÎ‹ÎL› »ı. ±ËŸ ÷ı ¿ÎµLÀfl
À˘MÁ ’fl ÿ˘ÕÎÿ˘Õ ¿fl÷˘ flËı »ı, ±ıfiı Ωı¥÷˘ ¬˘flÎ¿
÷ı Â˘‘÷˘ flËı »ı, ±ı ’Õı-±Î◊Õı »ı ±fiı ¿˘¥ «Ì…
¤Î_√ı ’HÎ ¬fl˘, ±ıfi_ ‹Î◊_ ’HÎ ¤Î_√ı. ±Î
‹·Î¿Î÷˘fi˘ ¬«˝ ËΩfl˘ Õ˘·fl ◊Î› »ı.

Áfl¿Îfl ±Î ‹ÎÀı ¿˘¥ ‹ÿÿ ¿fl÷Ì fi◊Ì. ÏÁ‰Î›
¿ı ¿<À<_⁄fiÌ „V◊Ï÷ ±I›_÷ √flÌ⁄ Ë˘›, ‹ıÏÕ¿· @‰flı…
‹ı‚‰‰_ Ëo‹ıÂÎ Â@› fi◊Ì. Ï’fiÎ¿Ìfi ±ÎË˘‰Î ±fiı
ÿıÂ‹Î_ ¤̨‹HÎ ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı Á‹› ŒÎ‚‰÷Î Ë˘› »ı.
I›Îflı ⁄Ì{fiıÁ µ’flÎ_÷ ÁÎ…fifiÌ Á_¤Î‚ ·ı‰ÎfiÌ
…‰Î⁄ÿÎflÌ ÏÂS’Î ’fl Ë˘› »ı. …ı Ïfi¤Î‰‰Ì ±I›_÷
◊¿‰Ì fiÎ_¬fiÎflÌ ±fiı ÷HÎÎ‰’ÒHÎ ˝ Ë˘› »ı.
¿Q›ÏfiÀÌfiÎ ⁄ÌΩ ·˘¿˘ ’ÎÁı◊Ì ±Î ‹ÎÀı ‹ÿÿ
‹Î_√‰Ì ‹U¿ı· Ë˘› »ı. ÁÎ…fifiı Á_¤ÎÔ‚‰ÎfiÌ Ωı⁄
¿˘¥ ÁÎ‹ÎL› ⁄ı⁄Ì ÏÁÏÀo√ Ωı⁄ …ı‰Ì fi◊Ì, ±ı ÷˘
‹ıflı◊˘fi ÿ˘Õ‰Î …ı‰Ì Ωı⁄ »ı. ÿflı¿ T›„@÷ ±Î ‹ÎÀı
‘Ìfl… ±fiı ÁËÎfi¤ÒÏ÷ ‘flÎ‰÷Ì Ë˘÷Ì fi◊Ì.

ÁÎ…fifiı ¿˘¥ ¡Ì¿ fi◊Ì. ±ı ÷˘ ¬Ò⁄ ‹ÌÃÕ˘
»˘¿fl˘ »ı. ÷ıfi_ „V‹÷ ¬Ò⁄ Á_ÿfl »ı, ÷ı @›Îflı¿ ÷ıfiÌ
’˘÷ÎfiÌ flÌ÷ı ’˛ı‹ ÿÂÎÔ̋‰ı »ı. ±Î’HÎı ¬S·_ Ïÿ‹Î√
flÎ¬Ì±ı ÷˘ ÷ıfiÌ ‹Î_ÿ√Ì ÷◊Î ÷ıfiÎ ’Ïfl‰Îflı ‰ıÃı·Î
ÿ—¬fiı Á‹∞ Â¿ÌÂ_. ±Î ⁄Î‚¿‹Î_ Ë_ Á_ÿfl÷Î Ωı¥
Â¿<_ »\_. ÷ıfiÎ ’Ïfl‰Îfl ’˛I›ı Ë_ ÁËÎfi¤ÒÏ÷ ‘flÎ‰_
»\_. ¬Ò⁄ … ‘Ìfl… ±fiı ÿ›Î ‘flÎ‰÷Î ‹y‹
‹Î÷Ï’÷Îfiı … ¥rfl ±Î‰Î_ ⁄Î‚¿˘ ±Î’ı »ı ÷ı‹
‹y‹’HÎı Ë_ ‹Îfi_ »\_.

ÁÎ…fi ’Àı·

±˘ÀÌ{‹ …ı‰Î ±fi◊˝¿ÎflÌ fl˘√fiı ¿ı‰Ì flÌ÷ı fiÎ◊Ì Â¿Î›
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fi‰Ì ’ıœÌ F›Îflı ‹Ò_{‰HÎ¤›˘˝ ’Ò»ı ¿ı, “ÕuÕ,
·ıµ‰Î ±ıÀ·ı Â_ ?” I›Îflı ±Î’HÎı Áfl‚ …‰Î⁄
±Î’Ì±ı »Ì±ı ¿ı, “±ı ÷˘ ±Î’HÎı ’˘÷ı … »Ì±ı.”
±◊‰Î ÷˘, “¤Îfl÷fiÎ ±‹¿ ’˛ÿıÂ‹Î_◊Ì ·ıµ‰Î
’ÎÀÌÿÎfl ·˘¿˘ ¥Ï‹√˛ıÀ ◊¥ ±ËŸ ±ÎT›Î. ÷ı‹fi˘
≥Ï÷ËÎÁ ±Î ’˛‹ÎHÎı Ë÷˘.....”

√Ò√·‹Î_◊Ì ‹ÎÏË÷Ì ±Î’Ì Ë˘› ÷ı‰Î ±Î
’˛¿ÎflfiÎ …‰Î⁄◊Ì ±Î’HÎ˘ …fiflıÂfi √ı’ ‰‘ı »ı.
·ıµ‰Î ’ÎÀÌÿÎfl Ë˘‰_ ±ı ±ı¿ √˙fl‰’ÒHÎ˝ ⁄Î⁄÷ »ı.
±Î’HÎÌ ¿ıÀ·Ì¿ ·ÎZÎÏHÎ¿ Àı‰˘, ’Ò‰˝√˛Ë˘ »ı …ıfiÎ◊Ì
·ıµ‰Î ’ÎÀÌÿÎflfiÌ T›ÎA›Î ‹‚ı »ı. ÁÎ_… ’Õuı fi¬
¿Î’‰Î fiËŸ, ’̂ÁÎ◊Ì fl‹‰_ fiËŸ, ’V÷¿˘fi˘ ’√ ‰Õı
V’Â̋ ¿fl‰˘ fiËŸ. ±Î’HÎÎ ‹Ò‚ ’̨ëfi˘ …‰Î⁄ ‹ı‚‰‰Î
‹ÎÀı Ë_ ÷‹ÎflÎ Ïÿ‹Î√‹Î_ ¨ÕÎ Ï‰«Îflw’Ì Ï«fi√ÎflÌ
’̨√ÀÎ‰‰Î ‹Î_√_ »\_. ±Î ·ı¬ ±ı¿ Ï«fi√ÎflÌ »ı.

Á‹√̨ ¿<À<_⁄fiı ¤ı√_ ¿flÌ ±Î ««Î̋ «Î· ¿fl˘. ‹ÎflÌ
™‹fl «Î‚ÌÁ ‰Ê̋ »ı. Ë_ ‹Ò‚ ≥Áfl˘·Ìfi˘ »\_. «Îfl
‰Ê̋fiÌ ™‹flı Ë_ ±‹ıÏfl¿Î ±ÎT›˘ ÷ı◊Ì ±ı¿ ·ıµ‰Î
’ÎÀÌÿÎfl ÷flÌ¿ıfi_ ‹ıÓ ‹Îfl_ Á‹√̨ ÏÂZÎHÎ ±‹ıÏfl¿Î‹Î_
·Ì‘_. ‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î ÁÏ‰÷Î⁄ıfi ±fiı ¥rfl¤Î¥ ‹ÎflÌ
ÁÎ◊ı … flËı »ı. ‹ÎflÎ_ ’IfiÌ ËÌfiÎ ÷◊Î ‹fiı ±ÎiÎÎ¿ÎflÌ
ÿÌ¿fl˘ ’̨Ì÷ıÂ »ı. ±˘¿·ÎË˘‹Î‹Î_ ÀSÎÁÎ ¬Î÷ı ‰Áı·Î
±‹ı ‹Ò‚ ·ıµ‰Î ’ÎÀÌÿÎfl ’Ïfl‰Îfl˘‹Î_◊Ì ±ı¿ »Ì±ı
÷ı◊Ì ±‹ı V◊ÎÏfi¿ Á‹Î…fiÌ ÷‹Î‹ ÁÎ_V¿ÚÏ÷¿
’̨T≤ÏkÎ±˘fiı ’Òfl˘ Àı¿˘ ±Î’Ì±ı »Ì±ı. Ëo √…flÎ÷Ì
·¬Ì ±fiı ‰Î_«Ì Â¿<_ »\_. ‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î ±fiı ’IfiÌ
√…flÎ÷Ì‹Î_ Ïfi’HÎ »ı. ‹Îfl˘ ’hÎ ’HÎ √…flÎ÷Ì‹Î_
‰Î÷ ¿flÌ Â¿ı »ı ±fiı ‰Î_«Ì Â¿ı »ı. ±‹ı ¿˘¥ ±ı¿
‘ÎÏ‹̋¿ Á_’̨ÿÎ›fiı ±fiÁfl÷Î fi◊Ì. Ë_ ¤Îfl÷Ì›
Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ¿fl÷Î_ ±‹ıÏfl¿fi Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ Ï‰Êı ‰‘ Ωb_
»\_. ‹ÎflÎ ÿÌ¿flÎfiı ±ı √ıflŒÎ›ÿ˘ ◊›˘ »ı ¿ı, Ëo_
V¿>·fiı ·√÷Î_ …ı ⁄ËÎfiÎ_ ¿Îœ÷˘ ÷ı ⁄ËÎfiÎ_ ÷ı ¿ÎœÌ
Â¿÷˘ fi◊Ì. ’HÎ ‹fiı ±ı‰Ì ±ÎÂÎ »ı ¿ı ⁄ËÎfiÎ_ ±ı
‹ÎhÎ ÷ÎÏ÷̋¿ ÿ·Ì· Ë˘‰Îfiı ¿ÎflHÎı ⁄ËÎfiÎ_fiÌ ¿˘¥ …wfl
fi◊Ì ÷ı ⁄Î⁄÷ Ë_ ÷ıfiÎ ‹fi‹Î_ ÃÁÎ‰Ì Â¿ÌÂ. CÎHÎÌ‰Îfl
¿Î‹ fi ¿fl‰_ I›Îflı ÿ·Ì·˘ ¿flÎ÷Ì Ë˘› »ı. ·ıµ‰Î
’Ïfl‰Îfl˘ ’˘÷ÎfiÎ_ ‰ÕÌ·˘ ±fiı ‹Ëı‹Îfi˘ ’̨I›ı ¬Ò⁄ …
±Îÿfl¤Î‰ ÿÂÎ̋‰ı »ı. ‹fiı ‹Îfl_ ⁄Î‚’HÎ ›Îÿ »ı ÷ı
’̨‹ÎHÎı ‹Ëı‹Îfi˘ ’‘Îflı I›Îflı ‹ÎflÎ w‹‹Î_◊Ì ⁄ËÎfl
fiÌ¿‚Ì ÷ı‹fiı “fi‹V÷ı” ¿Ëı‰ÎfiÌ ±fiı fiÎV÷Î’ÎHÎÌ
÷ı‹fiı ±Î’‰ÎfiÌ ‹fiı Œfl… ’ÕÎ÷Ì Ë÷Ì. ±Î‹ ¿fl‰_
‹fiı ÁËı… ’HÎ √‹÷_ fiËŸ. √…flÎ÷Ì‹Î_ Ë_ fi⁄‚˘
Ë÷˘. ±Î‰fiÎfl T›„@÷ ‹fiı ¿Ëı÷Ì — “‹fiı Ë˘fl¬ı !”
(÷_ ‹fiı ±˘‚¬ı »ı ?”) ‹fiı ·Î√ı »ı ±Î’HÎı ’˘÷ı ±ı¿
‹Ëı‹Îfi ÷flÌ¿ı ‰‘ µÿÎfl ⁄fiÌ ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı ¿Ëı‰_ Ωı¥±ı
¿ı “Ë_ ÷Îfl˘ ±Î Á√˘ ◊Î™ »\_ ±fiı ‹Îfl_ fiÎ‹ ±Î »ı.”
⁄Î‚¿˘fiı ±Î flÌ÷¤Î÷ ‰‘ √‹Âı. Ë‰ı ‹ÎflÌ «Î‚ÌÁ
‰flÁfiÌ ™‹flı ‹fiı ±Î flÌ÷¤Î÷fiÎ_ ŒÎ›ÿÎ Á‹Ω›
»ı. Ë‰ı Ë_ ±Î’HÎÌ ¿Q›ÏfiÀÌfiÌ ÷‹Î‹ ™‹flfiÎ ·˘¿˘
ÁÎ◊ı ÷‹Î‹ ¤ÎÊÎ±˘‹Î_ ‹˘¿‚Î ‹fiı ‰Î÷«Ì÷ ¿fl_ »\_.
…flÎ Ï‰«Îfl˘! ¿˘¥ ±ΩHÎÌ …B›Î±ı ÷‹fiı ¿˘¥ ·ıµ‰Î
T›„@÷ ‹‚Ì Ω› ±fiı ÷ı ÷‹fiı «Î-fiÎV÷˘ ±Î’ı !
±Î‹, ◊‰Î◊Ì ÿo√ flËÌ …‰Î› »ı ! ÁÎ‹ÎL› flÌ÷ı
±Î’HÎı ÁıÀı·Î¥À ÕÌÂ˘ ‹ÎflŒ÷ı ±…fi⁄Ì Â˘‘Ì±ı

“ÕuÕ, ·ıµ‰Î ±ıÀ·ı Â_ ?”
»Ì±ı, ËÎ, ËÎ, ËÎ. fl˘Ï‹_√ fi˘‹ (““Roaming
Gnome.””) ±ÿı¬Î¥ ¿flı »ı ! ‹fiı fi‰Î¥ ·Î√ı »ı ¿ı,
±Î ‰÷̋c¿fiÎ_ ‹ÒÏ‚›Î_ @›Î_ ËÂı ? ±Î ⁄Î⁄÷ ÁÎflÌ
»ı. ·ıµ‰Îfiı eÕ ¬Ò⁄ √‹ı »ı ! ‹fiı ·Î√ı »ı ¿ı, ·ıµ‰Î
¥‰ıLÀ˘‹Î_ ¥‰ıLÀ◊Ì ±Î¿ÊÎ̋¥fiı fiËŸ, ’fl_÷ ÁÒfl÷Ì eÕ
±fiı ÁÒfl÷Ì ‹ÁÎ·Î◊Ì ±Î¿ÊÎ̋¥fiı ‰‘ ·ıµ‰Î ’‘Îflı
»ı. ±Î’HÎÎ ÁÎ‹ÎÏ…¿ Á_⁄_‘˘ ±fiı ‹ı‚Î‰ÕÎfi_
«Î·¿⁄‚ eÕ »ı. ±Î’HÎÎ_ ÿÎÿÎ-ÿÎÿÌ±˘ ±fiı ¤Îfl÷◊Ì
÷Î…ı÷fl‹Î_ ±‹ıÏfl¿Î ’‘Îflı·Î ±Î’HÎÎ ·ıµ‰Î
’Ïfl‰Îfl˘fiı Ë∞ fi˘fi‰ı… eÕ ÷flŒ ÁÒ√ Ë˘› »ı. ÷ı±˘
fi˘-‹ÌÀ ±ı…LÕÎfiÎ Á‹◊̋¿ Ë˘› »ı. Ë_ …LQ›˘ I›Îfl◊Ì
… ‹fiı ¿Ëı‰Î÷_ flèÎ_ »ı ¿ı, ‹Î_Á ¬Î‰_ ¬flÎ⁄ »ı. Ë‰ı
‹fiı Á‹Ω›_ »ı ¿ı, Ωı ‘‹̋ ’̨‰÷̋÷˘ fi Ë˘› ÷˘ ±Î
±ı…LÕÎfi_ «V÷ ’Î·fi ¿fl‰_ ‹U¿ı· »ı. ±Î’HÎÎ Á‹Î…
¿ı ÏËoÿ ‘‹ı ̋⁄Î_‘ı·Ì ‹›Î̋ÿÎ ÁÎ‹ı ⁄‚‰˘ ’˘¿ÎflÌfiı ¿ıÀ·Î¿ı
‹Î_Á ¬Î‰ÎfiÌ ±fiı ±ÎS¿˘Ë˘· ’Ì‰ÎfiÌ ±Îÿ÷˘ ¿ıÔ‚‰Ì

»ı. ±ı‰_ ·Î√ı »ı ¿ı, ‹Î_Á

¬Î‰Îfi˘ ¥fi¿Îfl
¿fl‰˘ »˘¿flÎ±˘ ¿fl÷Î_ »˘¿flÌ±˘ ‹ÎÀı ÁËı·˘ »ı. Ωı
¿ı, …ı ·˘¿˘ ‹Î_Á ¬Î› »ı, ÷ı±˘ “fi˘ ⁄ÌŒ” ÁÒhÎfi˘
±‹· ¿flÌ, √Î›-⁄‚ÿfiÎ ‹Î_Á◊Ì ÿÒfl flËÌ Á_÷˘Ê
±fi¤‰ı »ı.

’fl_÷ ÏËoÿ ‘‹̋‹Î_ ‹Î_Á fiËŸ ¬Î‰Îfi˘ Ï‰«Îfl
fi◊Ì, ËI›Î fiËŸ ¿fl‰Îfi˘ Ï‰«Îfl »ı. ÷ı◊Ì ËI›Îfiı
’fl˘ZÎ flÌ÷ı ’HÎ ±Î’HÎı Àı¿˘ ±Î’‰˘ Ωı¥±ı fiËŸ.
Ë‰ı  ÷˘ ’Ïç‹Ì …√÷‹Î_ ÂÎ¿ÎËÎflfi˘ À̌ıLÕ Œı·Î›˘
»ı. ±Î Ï‰Êı Ï‰«Îfl‰_ Ωı¥±ı. ·ıµ‰Î Ë˘‰_ ±ıÀ·ı
±ı¿ Á_’ÒHÎ̋ ÏËoÿ Ë˘‰_ ±ı ⁄Î⁄÷ Ï‰Êı Ë_ ’̨ë µÃÎ‰_
»\_. ·ıµ‰Îfiı ’˘÷ÎfiÎ_ ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı ÏÂZÎHÎ ±’Î‰‰_ ¬Ò⁄
√‹ı »ı. ±Î Ëı÷ ÏÁ© ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ±Î’HÎı ¬Ò⁄ fiÎHÎÎ_
¬«a±ı »Ì±ı. ±Î’HÎÎ_ ⁄Î‚¿ı V¿>·‹Î_ …ı ·Î¥fi
’Á_ÿ ¿flÌ Ë˘› ÷ı ±_√ı ±Î’HÎı ⁄ÌΩ ·˘¿˘fiı
…HÎÎ‰Ì±ı »Ì±ı. ‹fiı ›Îÿ »ı ¿ı, Ωı ‹ÎflÌ ‹˘‹ fl˘…
‰ı·HÎ ·¥fiı ‹ÎflÌ ’Î»‚ ⁄ı ¿·Î¿ Á‘Ì ’Õ÷Ì fi
Ë˘÷ ÷˘ ‹fiı √…flÎ÷Ì ‰Î_«÷Î ·¬÷Î ±Î‰Õu_ Ë˘÷
fiËŸ. Ωı ¿ı, ±‹ıÏfl¿fi ÏÂZÎHÎ‹Î_ ‹fiı ¿˘¥ ‹ÿÿ ‹‚Ì
fiËŸ ’fl_÷ »ßÎ √̨ıÕ ’»Ì ‹ıÓ ‹ÎflÌ ±Î’‹ı‚ı … ÁÎfl_
’Œ˘̋‹̋ ¿›_̋. ±Î’HÎÎ ŒıÏ‹·Ì ⁄Ì{fiıÁ ÷◊Î ‹SÀÌ-
·ŸB‰· (±ı¿◊Ì ‰‘ ¤ÎÊÎ±˘fiÌ ΩHÎ¿ÎflÌ)fiı ¿ÎflHÎı

±Î’HÎÎ_  ⁄Î‚¿˘ VÀ̌ÌÀ V‹ÎÀÛ ÷◊Î ⁄¿V‹ÎÀÛ Ë˘› »ı.
Ωı ¿ı, ÏÂZÎHÎ ±fiı ∞‰fi‹Î_ ÁŒ‚ ◊‰Î ‹ÎÀı ÷ı±˘
¬Ò⁄ ÷HÎÎ‰ ±fi¤‰ı »ı. ÷ı◊Ì Ωı ÷ı±˘ ÁŒ‚ fi
◊Î› ÷˘ ÷ı‹HÎı ‹ÎfiÏÁ¿ ÿ⁄ÎHÎ ‰ıÃ‰_ ’Õı »ı. ÁŒ‚÷Î
’̨ÎÅ ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ÿ⁄ÎHÎ Ë˘› ÷ı ÁÎflÌ ⁄Î⁄÷ »ı.
’fl_÷ ±ı ÁÎ◊ı T›„@÷ ’ÎÁı K›ı› ¿ı‰Ì flÌ÷ı ’̨ÎÅ ¿fl‰_
÷ı ‹ÎÀıfiÌ T›ÒËfl«fiÎ Ë˘‰Ì …wflÌ »ı. ±Î ’̨Ïø›Î
‹ÎÀı  LPS ‹Î÷Î-Ï’÷Îfiı ÁÎfl˘ fi˘·ı…⁄ı{ ’Òfl˘ ’ÎÕı
»ı. ·ıµ‰Î ’Ïfl‰Îfl˘ fiÎHÎÎ¿Ì› Ï‰¿ÎÁfiı ⁄ÌΩ ⁄‘Î
¿fl÷Î_ ‰‘ ‹Ëk‰fi˘ √HÎı »ı. ±Î’HÎı ¬Ò⁄ ±ÎÏ◊̋¿
’̨√Ï÷ ¿flÌfiı ¥¿˘fi˘Ï‹¿ Ω›LÀ ⁄L›Î ’fl_÷ ±Î
ÁŒ‚÷Îfiı ¿ÎflHÎı ±Î’HÎÎ_ ±ı◊Ïfi¿ ÷◊Î ÁÎ_V¿ÚÏ÷¿
‹ÒS›˘fi_ ‘˘‰ÎHÎ ◊›_ »ı. Á‹√̨ ÿıÂ‹Î_ ·ıµ‰Î “Ï‰¿ÎÁ”
µ’fl K›Îfi ¿ı„Lƒ÷ ¿flı »ı. ÷ı◊Ì Ï‰¿ÎÁ ¿ı ’̨˘√̨ıÁ
fiÎ‹ ËıÃ‚ ±Î’HÎÌ Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ ÏŒyÌ ’ÕÌ »ı. fiÎHÎÎ¿Ì›
K›ı›fiÌ ÏÁÏ© ‹ÎÀı flE›Î’E›Î flËı‰Î◊Ì …̂fiÌ ’ıœÌfiÎ
·ıµ‰Î ±ı ¿˙À<_Ï⁄¿ ‹ÒS›˘ ¿ı, ÁÎ_V¿ÚÏ÷¿ ‹ÒS›˘ ÷flŒ
K›Îfi ±ÎM›_ fiËŸ. ÿÎ¬·Î ÷flÌ¿ı Ë˘‹‰¿Û ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı
◊¥fiı ÷‹ÎflÎ_ ⁄Î‚¿˘ Á‹Î… ¿ı ŒıÏ‹·ÌfiÎ ¥‰ıLÀ‹Î_
√ıflËÎ…fl flËı÷Î Ë˘› »ı. Ë_ Âfl÷ ·√Î‰_ »\_ ¿ı, Ωı
±Î’HÎÎ ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı ±ı‹fiÌ ™‹flfiÎ ⁄ÌΩ ⁄Î‚¿˘ ÁÎ◊ı
Á‹Î…fiÎ ¥‰ıLÀ‹Î_ …‰Î ‹‚ı ÷˘ ÷ı ÁË ⁄Î‚¿˘

Ë Ó̆ÂıË Ó̆Âı ±Î ¥‰ıLÀ‹Î_ …Âı. ±Î ‹ÎÀı
÷ı‹fiı Á‹› ¿Îœ‰ÎfiÌ
‹U¿ ı·Ì fiÕÂı fiËŸ,
Ë˘‹‰¿Û ¿fl‰Îfi_ ⁄ËÎfi_ ’HÎ
÷ı±˘ ¿ÎœÂı fiËŸ. ±Î’HÎı Ωı
±Î’HÎÎ ⁄‘Î … ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı
·ıµ‰Î ¥‰ıLÀ‹Î_ …‰ÎfiÌ Œfl…
’ÎÕÌ±ı ÷˘ ±Î ⁄Î‚¿˘fiı ÷ı‹Î_
¬Ò⁄ … ‹Ω ’ÕÂı. ’̂ÁÎ ¿‹Î‰Î
‹ÎÀıfiÌ √‚Î¿Î’ ËflÌŒÎ¥fiÎ

±fiı¿ ÿÎ¬·Î ‹‚ı »ı. ±Î’HÎ ı ±ı¿‹ı¿fiÌ
±ÿı¬Î¥ ¿fl‰Ì ⁄_‘ ¿fl‰Ì ’ÕÂı. ±Î’HÎı ⁄‘Î ÁÎfl_
¿‹Î¥±ı »Ì±ı ±fiı ÷ı◊Ì ÁÎ‹ÎL› Ï‰‰ı¿-T›‰ËÎfl
±fiı ‘fifi_ ÿÎfi ¿fl‰Îfi_  ±Î’HÎı «Ò¿‰_ Ωı¥±ı fiËŸ.
⁄Î‚¿˘ ’˘÷ı …ı ÁÎ_¤Ô‚ı »ı ÷ı ¿fl÷Î_ ÷ı ’˘÷ı …ı …\±ı
»ı. ÷ı‹Î_◊Ì ‰‘ ÂÌ¬ı »ı. ⁄Ì∞ ±ı¿ ¿‹fiÁÌ⁄ Ë¿Ì¿÷
±ı »ı ¿ı, ¿ıÀ·Î¿ ·ıµ‰Î ‹Î÷Î-Ï’÷Î ’˘÷ÎfiÎ_
⁄Î‚¿˘fiı ±‹›Î̋ÿ V‰÷_hÎ÷Î ±Î’ı »ı. ’ÏflHÎÎ‹ı …ı
‹›Î̋ÿÎ◊Ì ±ı¿ “ÁÎflÎ ·ıµ‰Î”fi_ CÎÕ÷fl ◊Î› »ı ÷ı ÷ı
‹›Î̋ÿÎfi˘ ·˘’ ◊Î› »ı, ’ÏflHÎÎ‹ı ÷ı‹fi_ CÎÕ÷fl ◊÷_
fi◊Ì. ±Î‰Î µ©÷ ·ıµ‰Î ›‰Îfi˘fiı F›Îflı ‹Î√̋ÿÂ̋fi
±’Î› I›Îflı ÷ı‹fiı ÷ı Ï‰Ï«hÎ “√F…\” ‰÷̋c¿ …HÎÎ›
»ı. ±Î‰Î ›‰Îfi˘ ⁄ı¿Î⁄Ò ⁄fiÌ ⁄·√Î‹ ±fiı ⁄ıŒÎ‹
‰÷̋fi ¿flı »ı. ÷ı fl˘…ıfl˘… ’W¿‚ ±ÎS¿˘Ë˘· ’Ì±ı
»ı. ±Î’HÎÎ Á‹Î… ’̨I›ı ÷ı±˘ ¿˘¥ ±Îÿfl ‘flÎ‰÷Î
fi◊Ì, ÷ıfiÎ ¥‰ıLÀ˘‹Î_ ¤Î√ ·ı÷Î fi◊Ì. ±Î’HÎÎ
Á‹Î…fi˘ ±Î Á‚√÷˘ ’˛ë »ı. ±ı¿ ‹…⁄Ò÷
Á‹Î…‹Î_ Á˙ ¿˘¥±ı ¤Î√ ·ı‰˘ …wflÌ »ı. ’ÒflÎ
…\VÁÎ◊Ì ¤Î√ ·ı‰˘ ±ı ÷˘ ÷ı ’»ÌfiÌ ⁄Î⁄÷ »ı.

·ıµ‰Î ’Ïfl‰Îfl˘fiı ¤Îfl÷QÎÎ_ ±Î‰ı·Î ’˘÷ÎfiÎ_ ‹Ò‚

(±fiÁ_‘Îfi 33‹Î_ ’Îfiı ·¥ √›Î)
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‰÷fi √Î‹ ±_√ı ΩHÎ¿ÎflÌ Ë˘› »ı. ÷ı±˘ ’˘÷Îfi˘
≥Ï÷ËÎÁ ’HÎ ΩHÎ÷Î Ë˘› »ı. ‰‘fiı ‰‘ ›‰Îfi˘
¤Îfl÷‹Î_ Á‹› ’ÁÎfl ¿fl‰Î ¥E»ı »ı. ±Î ⁄Î⁄÷fiı
’̨˘IÁÎËfi ±Î’‰_ Ωı¥±ı. ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı ±Î‹ ¿fl‰Î◊Ì
¤Îfl÷ ’̨I›ıfiÌ ‰ŒÎÿÎflÌ ‰‘Âı. ±Î’HÎı ÁÎflÎ NRI
⁄fi‰_ Ωı¥±ı. ±‹ıÏfl¿Î‹Î_ …ıfiı ¬flÎ⁄ ±Îÿ÷˘ ¿Ëı »ı
÷ıfiÎ_◊Ì ÿÒfl flËı‰_ Ωı¥±ı. Õ˘·fl ¤·ı ÷Î¿Î÷‰Îfi Ë˘›,
¬flÎ⁄ ±Îÿ÷˘fiı ¿ÎflHÎı ◊÷Ì ¬ÎfiÎ¬flÎ⁄Ì ‰‘
÷Î¿Î÷‰Îfi Ë˘› »ı. ‰‚Ì, ±‹ıÏfl¿Î‹Î_ Á‹Î… ÷‹fiı
…ı ’̨T≤ÏkÎ ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı fl˘¿ı »ı, ÷ı ’̨T≤ÏkÎ ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ÷‹ı
¤Îfl÷ µ’ÕÌ Ω±˘ ÷ı ’HÎ ⁄flÎ⁄fl fi◊Ì. ¤Îfl÷‹Î_
·ıµ‰ÎfiÎ Ï‰¿ÎÁ ‹ÎÀı ÷ı ¬flÎ⁄ »ı. ·ıµ‰Î Ë˘‰Îfi_
√˙fl‰ ±fi¤‰‰_ ±ıÀ·ı Â_ ? ·ıµ‰Î T›„@÷±˘ ±ı¿⁄Ì∞
·ıµ‰Î T›„@÷fiÎ √Î‹fi_ fiÎ‹ ΩHÎı I›Îflı ⁄_fiı ‰E«ı
Á_⁄__‘ V◊’Î› »ı. ⁄_fiı ÁÒ÷flfiÎ ÷Î_÷HÎı ⁄_‘Î› »ı. ±Î’HÎı
Ωı LPSfi˘ ±ı¿ Â̂ZÎÏHÎ¿ M·ıÀŒ˘‹̋ ÷flÌ¿ı Ï‰¿ÎÁ ¿flÌ±ı
÷˘ ±Î’HÎı LPSfiÎ √˙fl‰fiÌ ’̨Ï÷WÃÎ ¿flÌ Â¿ÌÂ_. ·ıµ‰Î
Á‹Î…‹Î_ ·Bfi ±fiı ±_Ï÷‹ Á_V¿Îfl Ï‰Ï‘ ⁄ÌΩ ·˘¿˘
¿fl÷Î_ ÷tfi …\ÿÎ »ı. ·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î…fiÎ ’fl_’flÎ√÷ flÌÏ÷-
Ïfl‰ÎΩı ’Î»‚ flËı· ÷¿Ûfiı Ωı Á‹…‰Î‹Î_ ±fiı
Á‹Ω‰‰Î‹Î_ ±Î‰ı ÷˘ ›‰Îfi˘ Ë Ó̆ÂıË Ó̆Âı ±ı flÌÏ÷-
Ïfl‰ÎΩıfi_ ’Î·fi ¿flÂı.

±Î◊Ì ¤Î¤Ì ±fiı Ïÿ›fl ‰E«ıfiÎ_, ÁÎÁ ±fiı ‰Ë
‰E«ıfiÎ_, ÁÁflÎ ±fiı …‹Î¥ ‰E«ıfiÎ_ Á_⁄_‘˘ Á‘flÂı.
±Î’HÎÎ ·Bfi ’˛Á_√ı ◊÷˘ “◊Î‚Ì-Ã˘¿Ì” Ï‰Ï‘
ÕÌfifl⁄ı·fiÌ √fl… ÁÎflı »ı. ÷ı◊Ì ±ıfi˘ ±‰Î…

Á_¤‚Î÷Î_ … Á˙ ¿˘¥ …‹‰Î ÿ˘Õı »ı. ±ı ‰Î÷ ÁÎ«Ì ¿ı
±Î’HÎı ±‹ıÏfl¿fi ∞‰fiÂ̂·Ì ±fiÁÎfl ‰‘ ±_√÷
T›„@÷√÷ ∞‰fi ‹ÎÀı ÷̂›Îfl ◊‰Îfi_ »ı. ’fl_÷ ÷ıfi˘
±◊̋ ±ı fi◊Ì ¿ı, ±Î’HÎı …̂fiÌ ’̨◊Î±˘fi˘ I›Î√ ¿fl‰˘.

±Î …̂fiÎ flÌÏ÷-Ïfl‰ÎΩıfiı Ωı ‰Î…⁄Ì ‹›Î̋ÿÎ‹Î_
flËÌfiı ±fiÁfl‰Î‹Î_ ±Î‰ı ÷˘ ·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î… ‰‘
±Î‰¿Îfl’ÎhÎ ⁄fiÂı. T›„@÷√÷ I›Î√ ±fiı
ÁËfiÂ„@÷fiÌ Â„@÷±˘◊Ì … ÁL‹ÎL› ’˛◊Î±˘
«·HÎ‹Î_ ±Î‰Ì »ı. ÁÎflÌ Ë˘› ¿ı ¬flÎ⁄ Ë˘›, ±Î
’̨◊Î±˘◊Ì … ·ıµ‰ÎfiÌ “◊˘ÕÎ ◊˘ÕÎ ◊¥ Ω›” ’̨¿ÚÏkÎfi_
ÁŸ«fi ◊›_ »ı. ÷ı‰_ ‹Îfl_ ‹Îfi‰_ »ı. ⁄Ì…\_ ¿o¥ fiËŸ ÷ ,̆
÷ıfiÎ◊Ì T›„@÷√÷ ÁËfiÂ„@÷ ‰‘ı … »ı.

Ë‰ı ‹ÎflÎ »ıS·Î_ Ï‰«Îfl …HÎÎ‰_. ’̨Ì÷ıÂfi_ Â_ ◊Âı
±ı Ï‰«Îfl÷Î ‹fiı A›Î· ±Î‰ı »ı ¿ı, Ë_ ÷ıfi˘ Ï’÷Î
’̨◊‹ ÷◊Î ’»Ì Ï‹hÎ ⁄fi_ ÷˘ … ÷ıfiÎ ¤Ï‰W›fiı Ë_
±Î¿Îfl ±Î’Ì Â¿<_. ±ı … flÌ÷ı ·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î…fiÌ fl«fiÎ
¿fl÷Ì ‰ı‚Î ±Î’b_ K›ı› ÷ıfiÌ ±ı¿÷Î ‰‘ ‹…⁄Ò÷
¿fl‰ÎfiÌ Ë˘‰Ì Ωı¥±ı, ±ıfiÎ◊Ì ±Î’HÎfiı … ŒÎ›ÿ˘
◊Âı! ‹fiı  ±Î Á‹Î… ¿ı ’ı·Î Á‹Î… ’̨I›ı ¿˘¥ ’Ò‰̋√̨Ë
fi◊Ì. ±ı¿ ‹…⁄Ò÷, ÁT›ÎA›ÎÏ›÷, ŒÎ›ÿÎ¿Îfl¿
Á‹Î…fiÎ ¤Î√ ⁄fi‰_ ¿˘fiı ’Á_ÿ fiËŸ Ë˘› ? ’˘÷ÎfiÎ_
∞‰fifiÎ_ ÷‹Î‹ ÷⁄yÎ‹Î_ ‹Îfl_ ⁄Î‚¿ ·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î…‹Î_
… flËı ÷ı ±ı¿ … ‹Îfl˘ Ëı÷ fi Ë˘› ÷˘ ’»Ì ±ı¿
±·√ Á‹Î… fl«‰ÎfiÌ ¿˘¥ …wfl fi◊Ì. ±Îfi˘ ±◊̋
±ı ◊›˘ ¿ı ·ıµ‰Î ’ÎÀÌÿÎflfi˘ ±◊̋ ±Î’HÎı {Î_¬˘ ’ÎÕ‰˘
Ωı¥±ı fiËŸ, µ’flÎ_÷ ±Î’HÎÎ Á‹Î…fiÎ ÁÎflÎ
·ZÎHÎ˘fiÌ ΩÔ‚‰HÎÌ ¿fl‰Ì Ωı¥±ı ÷◊Î ±Î’HÎÎ
Á‹Î…fiÎ_ ¬flÎ⁄ ·ZÎHÎ˘ ÿÒfl ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ±Î’HÎı ·Õ÷

±Î’‰Ì Ωı¥±ı. ’ÏflHÎÎ‹ı ±Î’HÎı ±ı‰˘ ‹ÎË˘· fl«‰˘
’ÕÂı …ı‹Î_ ÁP› ,̆ fiÎHÎÎ_ ÷◊Î ÁkÎÎ◊Ì ’̨ıflÎ¥fiı ’̨T≤ÏkÎ
¿flı fiËŸ, ’fl_÷ Á‹Î…fiÎ Õfl◊Ì ÷ı±˘ ÁÎfl_ ‰÷̋fi ¿flı.
±Î’HÎÎ ›‰ÎfifiÎ ‹fi‹Î_ ±ı‰˘ Õfl ’ıÁÌ …‰˘ Ωı¥±ı,
¿ı Ωı Ë_ ¬flÎ⁄ ¿Î‹ ¿flÌÂ ÷˘ Á‹Î… Â_ ¿ËıÂı ? ±Î
flÌ÷ı ·ıµ‰Î Á‹Î… À¿Ì Â¿Âı. ±Î Õfl ±ı ¥rflfiÎ Õfl
…ı‰˘ … »ı. Ë_ ±ÎÂÎ flÎ¬_ »\_ ¿ı ‰Î«¿˘ ±ı ⁄Î⁄÷
Á‹∞ Â¿ı ¿ı ±ËŸ Õfl ÂOÿ fi¿ÎflÎI‹¿ t„WÀ±ı fiËŸ
’fl_÷ Ë¿ÎflÎI‹¿ t„WÀ±ı ‰’flÎ›˘ »ı. ±Î Õflfi˘ ±◊̋
¿S›ÎHÎ¿ÎflÌ T›„@÷√÷ «ı÷fiÎ »ı. …ıfiÎ◊Ì T›„@÷fiÌ
’̨T≤ÏkÎ fiyÌ ◊Î› »ı. ±ı¿ ·ıµ‰Î ’ÎÀÌÿÎfl ÷flÌ¿ı
T›„@÷fiı ±Îÿfl ±fiı ‹Îfi ‹‚ı ÷ı K›ı› ÿflı¿ ›‰Îfifi_
Ë˘‰_ Ωı¥±ı ’fl_÷ ÷ı ›‰Îfi ¿ı T›„@÷fiÎ_ ¿Î›˘̋ ¿ı ‹ÒS›˘
Ωı Á‹Î…fiÎ_ ¿Î›˘̋ ±fiı ‹ÒS›˘◊Ì Ï‰fl© Ë˘› ÷˘ Á‹Î…ı
÷ı ›‰Îfi ¿ı T›„@÷fiı Àı¿˘ ±Î’‰˘ ⁄_‘ ¿fl‰˘ ’ÕÂı.

Ë‰ı ÷‹Îflı ◊˘ÕÌ ‰Îfl ‹ÎÀı ÀÌ‰Ì ⁄_‘ ¿flÌ
÷‹ÎflÎ l˘÷Î…fi˘ ÁÎ◊ı ±Î ⁄Î⁄÷ı ««Î˝ ¿fl‰Ì
’ÕÂı. ·ıµ‰Î ’ÎÀÌÿÎflfiÎ_ …ı ·ZÎHÎ˘fiÌ ««Î˝ ±ËŸ
fi◊Ì ◊¥ ı÷ıfiÌ ««Î˝ ’HÎ ÷ı‹fiÌ ÁÎ◊ı ¿fl‰Ì
’ÕÂı. ‹ıÓ ÷˘ Ï‰«Îflfi˘ ‹ÎhÎ ÷HÎ¬˘ ’˛√À ¿›˘˝
»ı, ÷‹Îflı ÷ı‹Î_◊Ì ’Òfl˘ Ï‰«Îfl ’˛√ÀÎ‰‰Îfi˘ »ı.
«Î·˘, ±Î’HÎı O·˘√, ¥‹ı¥·, ¥LÀflfiıÀ◊Ì
Ï‰«ÎflÏ‰‹Â˝ ¿flÌ±ı, ±fiı ·ıµ‰Î ’Àı· Á‹Î…fiÎ
Ï‰¿ÎÁ‹Î_ ›˘√ÿÎfi ±Î’Ì±ı. F› lÌ¿ÚWHÎ, F›
ÏËoÿ, F› ·ıµ‰Î ’ÎÀÌÿÎfl Á‹Î… ! Ëı ÕuÕ,
±‹ıÏfl¿Î‹Î_ ·ıµ‰Î Ë˘‰_ ±ıÀ·ı Â_ ÷ı fiyÌ ¿fl‰Î
’˛›Ifi ¿fl.. - Âˆ·ıÊ ’Àı·, √Î‹— ≥Áfl˘·Ì
ÀSÁÎ, ±˘@·ÎË˘‹Î
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»ıS·Î_ ◊˘ÕÎ_ ‰Ê˘̋‹Î_ ‹fiı CÎHÎÎ_ ÁL‹Îfi ‹Y›Î_ »ı,
’fl_÷ ÷ı ⁄‘Î‹Î_◊Ì Á˙◊Ì ‰‘ ±√I›fi_ ÁL‹Îfi
‰ı·ıÏÕ@À Ï̆fl›fi ÀÎ≥À· »ı. ‹Îfl_ ±LÎ‰ı≥ÀıÕ 4-0 GPA
Ω‚‰Ì flÎ¬‰Î ‹ÎÀı ‹ıÓ ±◊Î√ ‹Ëıfi÷ ¿flÌ »ı. ±ı◊Ì
’HÎ ‰‘ ‹Ëıfi÷ ‹ıÓ ‹Îv_ ‰ı≥ÀıÕ 4.0 GPA ‰‘Îfl‰Î
¿flÌ »ı. ÷‹Î‹ AP ±fiı ±˘fiÁ̋ @·ÎÏÁÁı ‹ÎflÌ ±Î¿flÌ
÷Î‰HÎÌ ¿flÌ »ı, ±ıÀ·Ì Ëÿ Á‘Ì ¿ı, ±ı @·ÎÏÁÁ ·ı‰Î
‹ÎÀıfi˘ ÏfiHÎ̋› ‹ıÓ CÎHÎ˘ Ï‰«Îfl ¿flÌfiı ·Ì‘˘ Ë÷˘ !

‹ÎflÎ_ ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î ’̨¿ÎÂ¤Î¥ ±fiı √Ì÷Î⁄ıfi ’Àıı·ı
‹fiı Á÷÷ ’̨˘IÁÎËfi ±ÎM›_ Ë˘‰Î◊Ì ÿflı¿ ±ıÁÎ≥L‹ıLÀ,
ÿflı¿ ÀıVÀ ÷◊Î ÿflı¿ @‰Ì{‹Î_ lıWÃ √̨ıÕ ‹ı‚‰‰Î Ë_
‹◊÷Ì flËÌ.

Ë_ Õ«ÀÎµfi ËÎ≥V¿<·fiÌ ≥LÀflfiıÂfi· @·⁄fiÌ
’̨ıÏÁÕıLÀ Ë÷Ì, Ë_ ÷‹Î‹ hÎHÎ ±˘fiÁ̋ Á˘ÁÎ›ÀÌ±˘
÷◊Î Õ«ÀÎµfifiÌ ±ıÏÕÂfi· @·⁄˘‹Î_ ¤Î√ ·ı÷Ì
Ë÷Ì,‹ÎflÌ ⁄ıfi ÁÎÏ⁄̨fiÎ ÁÎ◊ı Ë_ ≥„LÕ›fi ÕÎLÁ flÏÀLÁ
¿fl÷Ì, µ’flÎ_÷ Ï‹hÎ˘ ÁÎ◊ı ⁄ıÁÌfiı √M’Î_ ‹Îfl‰Îfi˘
Á‹› ’HÎ ŒÎ‚‰÷Ì. ±Î flÌ÷ı Ë_ ÷‹Î‹ ’̨¿ÎflfiÌ
’̨T≤ÏkÎ±˘‹Î_ ¤Î√ ·ı÷Ì ±fiı ±ÎÀÛ ±˘Œ ⁄ı·ıLÁ ÂÌ¬Ì.
(±·⁄kÎ, ‹fiı √̨ıÕ ’HÎ ÁÎflÎ ‹‚÷Î Ë÷Î !)

‰ı·ıÏÕ@À˘Ïfl›fi ±fiı ÁıS›ÀıÀ˘Ïfl›fifiÌ ΩËıflÎ÷
◊‰ÎfiÌ ‰ı‚Î±ı ‹fiı ›Îÿ »ı ¿ı, ‹ÎflÎ_ ‹˘‹fiı ± Ï̆ŒÁ‹Î_◊Ì
⁄ËÎfl CÎÁÌ ±Î‰÷Î_ Ë_ Ωı÷Ì. ÷ı◊Ì ÷‹ı Á‹∞ Â¿Â˘
¿ı Ë_ ¿ıÀ·Ì ⁄‘Ì ‹_{Î›ı·Ì Ë÷Ì ! ‹fiı ÷˘ ±ı … Á‹Ω›_
fiËŸ ¿ı ±ı ±ËŸ ÂÎ ‹ÎÀı ±Î‰Ì «ÕuÎ_ ? Á‹√̨ ÏÁÏfi›fl

@·ÎÁfiÎ ÁıS›ÀıÂıÏfl›fi ¿˘HÎ »ı ÷ı ±_√ıfiÌ Ï’̨„LÁ’Î·ı
ΩËıflÎ÷ ¿›Î̋ ⁄Îÿ ‹ÎflÌ ⁄Î…\‹Î_ ∂¤ı·Ì ‹ÎflÌ Ï‹hÎı
÷fl÷ … «ÌÁ ’ÎÕÌ …HÎÎT›_, “’ıÏflÁ ! ÷_ ‰ı·ıÏÕ@À Ï̆fl›fi
»ı ! ‹fiı ¬⁄fl »ı !” ÷ıHÎı ±Î ⁄˘·‰Îfi_ ⁄_‘ ¿›* ¿ı
÷fl÷ … ‹ÎflÎ Ï’̨„LÁ’Î·ı ΩËıflÎ÷ ¿flÌ, “±fiı ±Î’HÎÌ
‰ı·ıÏÕ@À˘Ïfl›fi »ı ’ıÏflÁ ’Àı· !” Ë_ ±«_⁄Î◊Ì ±Î¤Ì
⁄fiÌ √¥ ! “±˘Ë ‹Î› √˘Õ ! ±˘Ë ‹Î› √˘Õ ! ±Î
÷˘ ‹Îv_ … fiÎ‹ »ı !” ±ı‰_ ‹ÎflÎ ‹fi‹Î_ Ë_ ⁄˘·÷Ì
flËÌ. ‹ıÓ ÷˘ ±Î‰Ì ±ÎÂÎ flÎ¬Ì … fiË˘÷Ì. ’̨Î‹ÎÏHÎ¿’HÎı
Ë_ …HÎÎ‰_ »\_ ¿ı, ‹ÎflÎ ∞‰fifiÌ ±ı Á˙◊Ì ‰‘
±ÎCÎÎ÷…fi¿ ZÎHÎ Ë÷Ì.

À˘’ Àıfi‹Î_ ÿflı¿ Ï‰zÎ◊a ‰E«ı ‹ÎhÎ ±ı¿ ¿ı ⁄ı
’˘≥LÀfi˘ ÷ŒÎ‰÷ Ë÷˘. ±Î ⁄ı »˘¿flÌ±˘ ËÎ≥V¿>·fiÎ
’̨◊‹ hÎHÎ ‰Ê˘̋‹Î_ Ëo‹ıÂÎ ’̨◊‹ ¿ı ⁄ÌΩ fi_⁄flı ±Î‰÷Ì
! ‹Îfl˘ lıWÃ ’Œ˘̋‹LÁ ¿ÿÌ ±À@›˘ fiËŸ. ±Î‰Ì
±ÎÿflHÎÌ› ÏÁÏ© ‹ı‚‰‰Î ⁄ÿ· ‹fiı ±ı ‰¬÷ı ¬Ò⁄
±Îfi_ÿfiÌ ·Î√HÎÌ ◊¥ Ë÷Ì. ±Î ‹ÎÀı ‹fiı Ë∞
¤Ï‰W›‹Î_ ’HÎ ›Îÿ ¿fl‰Î‹Î_ ±Î‰Âı ±ıfiÌ ‹fiı ΩHÎ
»ı. ‹fiı ›Îÿ »ı ¿ı, √̨ıF›±ıÂfi Õı ‰ı‚Î V’Ì« ±Î’÷Î_
±Î’÷Î_ Ë_ ‹ÎflÎ_ hÎHÎÁ˘ @·ÎÁ‹ıÀ̊Á ÷flŒ Ωı÷Ì Ë÷Ì
±fiı Á÷÷ Ï‰«Îfl÷Ì Ë÷Ì ¿ı, “÷ı±˘ ÷ı‹fiÌ ÷‹LfiÎ
±fiı  V‰Mfi˘ ÁÎ¿Îfl ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ‹Ëıfi÷ ¿flı ÷ı ‹ÎÀı
÷ı‹fiı ’ı̨flHÎÎ ’ÒflÌ ’ÎÕ‰Ì …wflÌ »ı.” ‹Î÷Ï’÷Î,
¿<À<_⁄Ì…fi˘ ¿ı ⁄Ì∞ ¿˘¥ T›„@÷±ı ÷‹ÎflÌ ’ÎÁı◊Ì
flÎ¬ı·Ì ±’ıZÎÎ F›Îflı ‰‘Ì Ω› »ı I›Îflı ±«_⁄˘ µ’…ı

“ÕuÕ, ·ıµ‰Î ±ıÀ·ı Â_ ?”
(±fiÁ_‘Îfi 32‹Î_ ’Îfifi_ «Î·)

““‰ı·ıÏÕ@À˘Ïfl›fi””

‹ÎflÎ Ï’̨„LÁ’Î· ΩËflÎ÷ ¿flÌ, “±fi ±Î’HÎÌ ‰·ÏÕ@À˘Ïfl›fi » ’ÏflÁ ’À· !” Ë ±«⁄Î◊Ì ±Î¤Ì
⁄fiÌ √¥ ! “±˘Ë ‹Î› √˘Õ ! ±˘Ë ‹Î› √˘Õ ! ±Î ÷˘ ‹Îv_ … fiÎ‹ »ı !”

’ıÏflÁ ’Àı·

»ı. ÷‹ı fiyÌ ¿flı·Î K›ı›fiÌ ÏÁÏ© ¤·ı ±Â@› …HÎÎ›,
÷ı‹fiı ÏÁ© ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ÷‹Îflı ÷fi÷˘Õ ‹Ëıfi÷ ¿fl‰Ì …
’ÕÂı, ÷ı‰Ì Á·ÎË Ë_ ÷‹fiı Á˙¿˘¥fiı ±Î’_ »\_. ËÎ·‹Î_
¤·ı ÷‹ı À˘« ’fl fi Ë ,̆ ’HÎ ÷ı◊Ì ÷‹Îflı ÷‹ÎflÌ Ω÷
±_√ı ¿ÿÌ Â_¿Î ¿flÂ˘ fiËŸ. Á˙◊Ì ‰‘ ±√I›fiÌ Á·ÎË
±ı »ı ¿ı, ÷‹ÎflÎ_ V‰Mfi˘fiı ±‹·‹Î_ ‹Ò¿‰Î ‹ÎÀı ’̨T≤kÎ
◊Î±˘. Â_ ◊Âı ÷ıfiÌ ÷‹fiı  ¿ÿÌ ΩHÎ Ë˘÷Ì fi◊Ì, ÷ı◊Ì
µF…‰‚ ¤Ï‰W› ’̨ÎM÷ ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ‰÷̋‹Îfifi˘ ·Î¤
µÃÎ‰˘.
’ıÏflÁ ’Àı·, √Î‹— ¿<_¤ÎÏfl›Î (VÀ˘¿⁄˛Ì…,
F›˘Ï…˝›Î)
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±Î Á‹fl ÿflÏ‹›Îfi ‹Îfl_ ŒıÏ‹·Ì ±fiı Ë_
πÏÕ›Î √›Î Ë÷Î_. I›Î_ ±‹ı ’Î_« ±Ã‰ÎÏÕ›Î_
flèÎÎ_. ‹Îfl˘ ±Î ∫ÏÕ›Îfi˘ ⁄ÌΩı ’˛‰ÎÁ Ë÷˘ ’fl_÷
’Ëı·Î_ ’˛‰ÎÁ ÿflÏ‹›Îfi Ë_ ±ıÀ·ı fiÎfi˘ Ë÷˘. ¿ı
÷ı ‰¬÷fi_ ¿o¥ ¬ÎÁ ›Îÿ flèÎ_ fi◊Ì. ±‹ÎflÌ ÏÀˇ’
16 ¿·Î¿fiÌ Œ·Î¥À◊Ì Âw ◊¥, …ı fi˘fi-VÀ˘’
Ë÷Ì. ’fl_÷ ±ıfl’˘ÀÛ µ’fl ÏÁ@›˘ÏflÀÌ «ı¿ ‰√ıflı‹Î_
Ï‰·_⁄ ◊÷Î_ ÷ı Œ·Î¥À ±fiı «Ò¿Ì √›Î ±fiı ±‹Îflı
±ÎÃ ¿·Î¿fiÌ ⁄ı Œ·Î¥À‹Î_ ’˛‰ÎÁ ¿fl‰˘ ’Õu˘.
◊¿Î‰fiÎflÌ Œ·Î¥À ’»Ì ±‹ı ‹˘ÕÌ flÎhÎı ‹_⁄¥
±ıfl’˘ÀÛ ’Ë˘ÓE›Î. ⁄‘Î ±I›_÷ ◊Î¿ı·Î Ë÷Î. Ë…\
’HÎ ±‹Îflı ¿oÀÎ·Ì Á‘Ì ’Ë˘Ó«‰Î ‹ÎÀı ±fiı¿
¿·Î¿˘ ‹ÎÀı ÕˇÎ¥‰ ¿fl‰Îfi_ Ë÷_. ÷ı◊Ì ¨CÎ ‹‚ı
÷ı‹ Ë÷_ … fiËŸ.

±‹ÎflÌ 14 ÁÒÀ¿ıÁ ‹ı‚‰Ì ·Ì‘Î ’»Ì ±‹ı
±ıfl’˘ÀÛ »˘Õu_ ±fiı ‹ÎflÎ_ ±ÎLÀ, ±_¿· ÷◊Î ÷ı‹fiÎ_
⁄ı ⁄Î‚¿˘ ¿ıÏ‰fi ±fiı ŒıfiÌ ±‹fiı CÎflı ·¥ …‰Î
‹ÎÀı flÎË Ωı÷Î_ Ë÷Î_. ÷ı‹fiÎ ’ÎÁı ’Ë˘ÓE›Î. ‹K›
flÎÏhÎ±ı ±ÎÂflı 12.00 ‰Î√ı ±fiı ±ıfl’˘ÀÛ »˘Õu_.
‹fiı ·ÎB›_ ¿ı, ±I›Îfl Á‘ÌfiÌ ‹ÎflÌ ±Î Á˙◊Ì ·Î_⁄Ì
ÏÀˇ’ Ë÷Ì. ‹Îfl˘ ±ı¿ Ï‰«Îfl ’Î»Î ±‹ıÏfl¿Î …÷Î
flËı‰Îfi_ ¿Ëı÷˘ Ë÷˘ ’fl_÷ ⁄ÌΩı Ï‰«Îfl ±ÎT›˘ ¿ı
¤Îfl÷Ì› Á_V¿ÚÏ÷ Ï‰Âı ΩHÎ‰Îfi˘ ±fiı Ë_ ¿˘HÎ »\_
÷ı fiyÌ ¿fl‰Îfi˘ µIÁÎË ’˛ıfl÷˘ Ë÷˘. ±‹ı Á‰Îflı
6 ¿ı 7 ‰ÎB›ı ±ÎVÀÎ ¬Î÷ı fl˘¿Î›Î ±fiı fiÎV÷˘
¿›˘˝. ±ı¿ ¿ı ⁄ı ¿·Î¿ ’»Ì ±‹ı ‹ÎflÎ Ï’÷ÎfiÎ CÎflı
¿oÀÎ·Ì …‰Î fl‰ÎfiÎ ◊›Î. ‹ÎflÎ Ï’÷Îfi_ CÎfl CÎb_
…^fi_ Ë÷_ ±ıÀ·ı √›Î ‰Êı˝ ÷ıfiı fi‰ıÁfl◊Ì ⁄Î_‘‰Îfi_
fiyÌ ¿›_˝ Ë÷_. ±‹ı I›Î_ ’Ë˘Ó«Â_ I›Îflı CÎfl ¿ı‰Ì
ËÎ·÷‹Î_ ËÂı ÷ıfi˘ ¿˘¥ ±Î¥ÏÕ›Î ±‹fiı fiË˘÷˘.
CÎfl ’Òflı’Òfl_ ⁄L›_ fiË˘÷_ ’fl_÷ ÷ı‹Î_ ±ıfl ¿LÕÌÂfiÁ˝
«Î· Ë÷Î_.

±‹ı CÎıfl ’Ë˘ÓE›Î ±fiı ±‹ÎflÎ ÿÎÿÎfiı ‹Y›Î
±fiı CÎfl‹Î_ ÃflÌÃÎ‹ ◊›Î. I›Îfl ’»ÌfiÎ ◊˘ÕÎ_
±Ã‰ÎÏÕ›Î_ ±‹ı ±‹ÎflÎ ¿<À<_⁄fiı ‹‚‰Î‹Î_ ±fiı
¤Îfl÷¤fl‹Î_ ‹ÁÎŒflÌ ¿fl‰Î‹Î_ √ÎY›Î_. Á˙ ’˛◊‹
±fiı √…flÎ÷fiÎ ⁄ÎflÕ˘·Ì ±fiı ÁÒfl÷ …ı‰Î_ ÂËıfl˘fiÌ
‹·Î¿Î÷ ·Ì‘Ì. ±Î ÂËıfl˘fiÌ ‹·Î¿Î÷ ·Ì‘Ì I›Îflı
I›Î_ ‹Îfl_ Œı‰ÏflÀ V◊‚ ⁄Î„V¿fi fl˘Ï⁄LÁ Ë÷_. I›Î_
±Î¥VøÌ‹ CÎHÎÌ ÁflÁ Ë÷Ì. I›Î_ ±‹ı ‹ÎflÎ_ ‹˘‹
±fiı ¿Ï{fi ÁÎ◊ı Â˘Ï’_√ ¿›_˝. I›Î_ ⁄‘Î VÀ˘Á˝‹Î_
±‹fiı ’ÎHÎÌ ±fiı ±◊‰Î eÕ ±˘Œfl ¿›* Ë÷_. ±Î

πÏÕ›ÎfiÌ ÏÀˇ’fi˘ fl˘‹Î_«
ó ÕÎ›·Îfi ’Àı· - Á‰ÎfiÎ (Savannah) F›˘Ï…˝›Î

fi‰Î¥ ·Î√ı ÷ı‰_ Ë÷_ !
√…flÎ÷‹Î_ Á‹› √ÎY›Î ’»Ì ±‹ı ±‹ÎflÌ

ÏÀˇ’fiÎ ’ÎÀÛ À< — ÁÎ¥À ÁŸπ√ ‹ÎÀı fiÌ¿Y›Î. Á˙
’˛◊‹ ±‹ı ÏÿSËÌ ’Ë˘ÓE›Î. I›Î_ ±‹ı ±‹ÎflÎ
√Î¥Õ ±fiı ÕˇÎ¥‰flfiı ‹Y›Î. I›Î_ ±‹ı ÏÔ‰rfiÎ
Á˙◊Ì ‹˘ÀÎ ÏËoÿ ‹_Ïÿfl‹Î_ ÿÂ˝fi ¿›Î˝ ±fiı ‹_Ïÿfl
Ωı›_. ‹ËÎI‹Î √Î_‘ÌfiÌ ËI›Î ¿flÎ¥ Ë÷Ì ÷ı V◊‚,
·˘ÀÁ ÀıQ’·, ∫ÏÕ›Î √ıÀ ±fiı ±‹ıÏfl¿Î‹Î_ …ı‹
‰Î¥À ËÎµÁ »ı. ÷ı‹ ¤Îfl÷‹Î_ flÎWÀˇ’Ï÷ ¤‰fi
»ı ÷ıfiÌ ‹·Î¿Î÷ ·Ì‘Ì. ⁄ÌΩ Ïÿ‰Áı ±‹ı ±Î√˛Î
√›Î. I›Î_ Á˙ ’˛◊‹ ±Î√˛Î Œ˘ÀÛ Ωı‰Î √›Î. ±Î√˛Î
Œ˘ÀÛ ‹˘√· Á‹˛ÎÀ ±¿⁄flı ⁄_‘ÎT›˘ Ë÷˘. I›Îfl
’»Ì ±‹ı Œ ı‹Á ÷Î…‹ËÎ· Ωı‰Î √›Î.
÷Î…‹ËÎ· ‹˘√· ⁄ÎÿÂÎË ÂÎË…ËÎ_±ı ÷ıfiÌ
’IfiÌ ‹‹÷Î{fiÌ ›Îÿ‹Î_ ⁄_‘ÎT›˘ Ë÷˘.

ÏÿSËÌ ±fiı ±Î√˛Î ’»Ì ±‹ı F›’fl √›Î
I›Î_ ±‹ı ±_⁄flı Œ˘ÀÛ, Ë‰Î ‹Ë·, F› ‹Ë·, ÏÁÀÌ
’ı·ıÁ ±fiı ‹Îfl_ ¬ÎÁ Œı‰ÏflÀ …_÷fl‹_÷fl Ωı›_.
flÎhÎı ±‹ı “«˘¬Ì-‘ÎfiÌ” √Î‹ı √›Î. I›Î_ ±‹ı
flÎ…V◊Îfifi _ flÌ« @S«fl ‹ÎH› _ . ±Î √Î‹
±‹ıÏfl¿ÎfiÎ ¿˘¥ ‹ı‚Î …ı‰_ Ë÷_ ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı I›Î_

Ω÷Ω÷fiÌ flÎ¥Õ˚Á Ë÷Ì. ±‹ı Ω÷Ω÷fiÎ ¬ı·
Ωı›Î, ËÎ◊ÌfiÌ Á‰ÎflÌ ¿flÌ, ̈ À Á‰ÎflÌ ’HÎ ¿flÌ,
‹ÌfiÌ ’’ıÀ Â˘ ’HÎ Ωı›˘. flÎ…V◊Îfifi_ ¿S«fl ¿o¥¿
±_Âı √…flÎ÷fiÎ ¿S«flfiı ‹‚÷_ ±Î‰ı »ı. ÷ı‹ »÷Î_
÷ı CÎHÎÌ flÌ÷ı ±·√ ’HÎ »ı.

F›’fl◊Ì ±‹ı µÿ›’fl √›Î. I›Î_ ±‹ı
·¿{Ïfl›Á Ë˘Àı· ·ı¿ ’ı·ıÁ Ë˘Àı·‹Î_ µ÷›Î*.
±Î Ë˘À ı· CÎHÎÎ _  ‰Ê˘ ˝◊Ì Ï‰rfiÌ À˘«fiÌ
Ë˘Àı·˘‹Î_fiÌ ±ı¿ √HÎÎ› »ı. I›Î_ «ı¿ ¥fi ◊›Î
’»Ì ±‹ı ◊˘Õ<_ ÁÎ¥Õ ÁŸπ√ ¿›_ ˝. µÿ›’flfiÎ ⁄ı
Ïÿ‰ÁfiÎ fl˘¿ÎHÎ ÿflÏ‹›Îfi ±‹ı …√ÿÌÂ ÀıQ’·,
ÏÁÀÌ ’ı·ıÁ, ’ı·ıÁ Q›Ï{›‹, ‹ËÎflÎHÎÎ ’˛÷Î’
‹ı‹˘Ïfl›· ±fiı ‹˘fiÁÒfi ’ı·ıÁ Ωı›Î. ±‹ı
flÎΩfiÌ Ï‰LÀı… ¿Îflfi_ ¿·ı¿Âfi ’HÎ Ωı›_. ±fiı
Q›Ï{›‹‹Î_ ⁄ÌΩı ’’ıÀ Â˘ Ωı›˘. Ïÿ‰ÁfiÎ ±_÷ı
·ı¿ ’ı·ıÁ Ë˘Àı·fiÎ flıVÀ˘flLÀ‹Î_ ‹Ωfi_ ŒıÏ‹·Ì
ÏÕfifl ‹ÎH›  _ .  ÏÕfifl ’Ë ı·Î _  flÎ…V◊ÎfifiÎ _
’fl_’flÎ√÷ L≤I›˘ ÁÎ◊ı ±ı’ÌÀÎ¥{Á˝fi˘ V‰Îÿ
‹ÎH›˘. ±‹ı ·ÎflÌ µ’fl …¥fiı ’Î‰¤Î∞ ’HÎ
¬Î‘Î_. ⁄ÌΩ Ïÿ‰Áı Á‰Îflı ±‹ı ŒflÌ◊Ì ¿oÀÎ·Ì
…‰Î fiÌ¿Y›Î.

±‹ı ¿oÀÎ·Ì ’fl÷ Œ›Î* ’»Ì ‹ÎflÎ_ ‹˘‹ ±fiı
¿Ï{fi ÁÎ◊ı ‰‘ Â˘Ï’_√ ¿›*. Á‹› @›Î_ ’ÁÎfl ◊¥
√›˘ ÷ıfiÌ ¬⁄fl ’HÎ fi ’ÕÌ ±fiı ±‹Îflı ’ıÏ¿o√
¿flÌfiı CÎflı ±‹ıÏfl¿Î ’Î»Î Œfl‰Î ‹ÎÀıfi˘ Á‹› ±Î‰Ì
’Ë Ó̆E›˘. πÏÕ›Î‹Î_ √Î‚ı·˘ Á‹› Ëo @›Îflı› ¤Ò·ÌÂ
fiËŸ ¿ÎflHÎ ¿ı, Ë_ ¤Îfl÷Ì› ¿S«flfiı ±fiı ¤Îfl÷Ì›
≥Ï÷ËÎÁfiÎ_ ÁÌ‹ÎÏ«Xfi˘fiÎ ‹ÒS›fiı Á‹∞ Â@›˘.
Ë‰ı ±‹Îfl_ ’Òfl_ ◊›ı·_ CÎfl Ωı‰Î ±fiı ¤Îfl÷fiı ‰‘
±ı@ÁM·˘fl ¿fl‰Î ‹ÎÀı ‰‘ flÎË Ωı¥ Â¿<_ ÷ı‹ fi◊Ì.

ó ÕÎ›·Îfi ’Àı· - Á‰ÎfiÎ (Savannah)
F›˘Ï…˝›Î

±Î’HÎı 13 ‰Ê̋fiÎ Á‹Ìfl ’Àı·fiı
±Ï¤fi_ÿfi ±Î’Ì±ı.

Ï’÷Î — flÎ¿ıÂ fiÎ◊¤Î¥ ’Àı· -
⁄Î∞’flÎ

‹Î÷Î — ÁÏfi÷Î ‹_√¤Î¥ ’Àı· -
µ‹flÎ¬

ËÎ·‹Î_ ÁıÏflÀ˘{, ¿ıÏ·Œ˘Ïfi̋›Î‹Î_
flËı »ı.

ÁÎ√fl ’Àı· LA‹Î_ flÌ∞›fi·
⁄Ò√Ì ‰Ò√Ì‹Î_ Ï‰…ı÷Î ⁄L›˘ ±fiı 12
±ıÏ’˛·, 2009±ı ÏÂ¿Î√˘ ¬Î÷ı
›±ıÁ fiıÂfi· ⁄Ò√‰Ò√Ì‹Î_ ’HÎ
Ï‰…ı÷Î ⁄L›˘.

›±ıÁ fiıÂfi· ⁄Ò√‰Ò√Ì ‹ÎÀı

ÁÎ√fl ’Àı·ı ÏŒS‹ Ï¿V‹÷ ¿fiı¿ÂfifiÎ
√Ì÷ “±› ’Î’Ì” µ’fl ÕÎLÁ ¿›˘̋
Ë÷˘. ±˘ÏÕ›LÁ ±fiı …Ωı ÷ıfiÎ
’flŒ˘‹̋LÁ◊Ì  ¬Â  ◊›Î  Ë÷Î. ……
±Î‹̨’Î·Ì ±Î_⁄ı√Î‰¿fl±ı ÁÎ√flfiı
“Ï‹Ïfi ÂÎËw¬ ¬Îfi” ¿ËÌfiı ÷ıfiÎ_
‰¬ÎHÎ ¿›Î* Ë÷Î_.

ÁÎ√flı  1 ±˘√VÀ, 2009±ı
·_Õfi‹Î_ ÂıflÀfi V¿Î›·Î¥fi ¬Î÷ı
πÀflfiıÂfi· ⁄Ò√Ì‰Ò√Ì‹Î_ ›±ıÁ±ıfi_
’̨Ï÷ÏfiÏ‘I‰ ¿›_̋ Ë÷_ ±fiı ›±ıÁ±ı
‹ÎÀı fiıÂfi· ¿˘Q’ÌÀÌÂfi ±ı‰˘ÕÛ ’HÎ
∞I›˘ Ë÷˘.

±Î’HÎı Á˙ ÷ıfiı “√Õ ·¿” ¿ËÌ±ı.

ÁÎ√fl ’Àı· ›±ıÁ fiıÂfi· ⁄Ò√Ì ‰Ò√Ì‹Î_ Ï‰…ı÷Î
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